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SUMMARY
In 1980 Sllvera and Walraven at the University of Amsterdam succeeded
for the first time In stabilizing hydrogen in its atomic form. Further
important progress has been achieved in several other groups, notably
at MIT, Cornell University and at Vancouver. Stabilization is achieved
by bringing atomic hydrogen in a low-tempeiature cell with walls
covered by superfluid helium and applying a strong magnetic field. At
sufficiently low temperatures and high densities It Is expected that
atomic hydrogen gas will show fascinating properties, In particular
the so-called Bose-Elnsteln condensation and superfluidity.
This thesis describes a theoretical study of processes leading to
recombination of hydrogen atoms into molecular form. A relaxation
process, due to the transition among the lowest two hyperfine levels
of atomic hydrogen, turns out to be of fundamental importance for the
recombination rate. Models have been formulated to calculate the
relaxation rate by means of quantumraechanlcal scattering theory.
For processes In the bulk of the gas the results of an almost
exact coupled-channels calculation have been compared with approximate
models. In these models first-ordec approximations are applied, as
well as approximations connected with the large distance of closest
approach of the colliding hydrogen atoms. The assumptions turned out
to be correct to the promille level, except for the so-called hightemperature limit.
Similar approximations have subsequently been applied to processes
at the surface. In that case they led to a discrepancy of a factor 50
with experiment. Various model improvements have been studied to
explain this discrepancy. In particular, the effects of a threedimensional description of the atomic motion at the surface have been
extensively investigated. Furthermore, the possible existence of
surface dimers and the interaction of hydrogen atoms with the helium
film, have been considered and discussed. The discrepancy has been
reduced to one of a factor 35, for which no explanation has as yet
been found.
Finally, for low-energy scattering in two dimensions a new socalled effective-range theory has been formulated. In three dimensions
such a theory is well-known. In two dimensions complications connected
with logarithmic effects up to now precluded the formulation of a
similar theory. Furthermore, the relation has been studied between
microscopic two-particle collision quantities and macroscopic
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relaxation constants. Three alternative methods have been considered:
a) kinetic gas theory, b) linear response theory, and c) the
quanturamechanical Boitzmann equation.
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CHAPTER 1. Atomic hydrogen; what, how and why?

1.0 Introduction
Atomic hydrogen played a crucial role in the early formulation of
modern physics through the simplicity of its atomic states. Quantum
mechanics has since then been applied to many more complicated
systems• A great deal of Investigation was devoted to systems
exhibiting quantum phenomena on a macroscopic scale, such as the
superconductivity of metals and the superfluidity of "He. Theoretical
speculations about similar properties of atomic hydrogen seemed purely
hypothetical, because hydrogen does not exist In its atomic form on
earth, it always comes in molecules H„, or bound to other element?.
Once separated, for instance by an electric discharge, hydrogen atoms
rapidly recombine again.
In 1959 Hecht (HEC59) mentioned for the first time the exciting
possibility of atomic hydrogen becoming a superfluid In suitable
circumstances, and at the same time indicated a possible way to keep
it stable against recombination, by polarizing the electron spins in a
strong magnetic field. In the seventies some more theoretical papers
followed (DUG73, ETT75, STW76), while experimental efforts to
stabilize atomic hydrogen remained unsuccessful (WAL78).
However, a new important impulse to the interest in the subject
was given by Silvera and Walraven in 1980 (SIL80), who reported for
the first time on the successful stabilization of hydrogen in its
atomic form under laboratory circumstances. Since then other groups
followed (CLI80, YUR83), and atomic hydrogen was once again in the
center of the attention. How the stabilization was achieved will be
described briefly in section 1.1. Much effort was also concentrated on
the theoretical analysis of the properties of the gas once the socalled Bose-Einsteln condensation would have been achieved (Aussois
conference, AUS80). The effects to be expected for hydrogen were
rather unique. We will return to this point in section 1.2.
The relevance of the stabilization of atomic hydrogen now being
beyond doubt, theoreticians and experimentalists join forces to
eliminate the numerous problems on the way to higher densities
necessary to reach the Bose-Einstein-condensatlon regime. The
theoretical side of this venture is what this thesis is about.
First we introduce in chapter 2 the rate equations governing the
development of the hydrogen density as a function of time, followed by
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an evaluation of the rate constants in terms of microscopical twoparticle collision quantities. This is carried out in three different
formalisms to resolve the existing disagreement about factors of two
in theoretical expressions. Chapter 2 is partly based on sections III
and IV of a paper by Ahn et al (AHN83).
Then in chapter 3 the microscopic cross sections Eor the so-called
relaxation process are derived £or collisions in the bulk of the gas.
The approximations applied tn other theoretical papers are
scrutinized, and the final rate constants are compared with
experiment. A part of this chapter was published as sections II, CII
and V of a paper by Ahn et al (AHN83). The same program is carried out
Eor surface collision? in chapter 4. A large discrepancy with
experiment is established, and various models are examined, in order
to resolve it. This chapter is essentially a compilation of two
previously published paper3 (AHN82, E U 8 3 ) .
Finally in chapter 5 low-energy scattering theory is applied to
atomic hydropen. In addition a formalism is proposed Eor the first
time to describe surface collisions in the low-energy limit, including
definitions for a two-dimensional scattering length and effective
range. The latter formalism was published in a paper by Verhaar et al
(VER84). The thesis is terminated with a let of concluding remarks in
chapter 6.

1.1 Stabilization of atomic hydrogen

1.1.1 Experimental conditions

In 1979 Silvera and Walraven (SIL80) succeeded for the first time
in stabilizing atomic hydrogen against recombination for periods over
500 seconds at densities of more than 1.8xlO tU m~ d . These samples were
called stable on the basis of the criterion that their lifetimes were
at least 10 b times longer than under usual conditions.
If we let atomic hydrogen, produced by a discharge, enter the
stabilization cell, the hydrogen atoms will start to recombine
rapidly. Already in 1959 an obvious countermeasure was suggested by
Hecht (HEC59), namely the polarization of the electron spins by the
application of a strong magnetic field B and a low temperature T.
In fact, in molecular hydrogen the electron spins are anti-parallel (+
and +, total electron spin quantum number S=0). Indeed, the S=0
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(singlet) potential curve of two hydrogen atoms as a function of the
internuclear distance r shows a deep minimum of -4.7478 eV (~55097 K,
in temperature units, using the Boltzmann constant k ) at r=0.74116 A
(=1.4006 a , where a =0.52917706 A is the Bohr radius), containing a
ground state at -4.4776 eV (~51961 K ) , and numerous vibrational and
rotational excited levels (KOL65, SIL80a, HER50). On the other hand,
the S=l (triplet) interaction has only a shallow minimum of 6.46 K at
r=4.l5 A (=7.84 a , SILBOa), and contains no bound state at all. See
Fig. l.l for these potentials. Therefore, H atoms with electron spins
antiparallel to B, denoted by H+, cannot recorabine. With values
B= 10 T and T=0.2 K an extremely large ratio of the electron Zeeman
energy relative to thermal energies Zv B / L I = 13.5/0.2= 67 can be
achieved (v

is the electron spin magnetic moment). This would suggest

that recombination is effectively suppressed by an e ••l7=8xl0~30
Boltzmann factor.

Fig. 1.1 a) Singlet (S=0) and triplet (S=l) potential curves as
functions of the relative distance r between the H-atoras- b) triplet
states on enlarged scale at B= 10 T.

There are, however, various mechanisms which may give rise to spin
flips in recombination collisions, even at T=0 (BER77). In this
respect the first experimental demonstration by Silvera and Walraven
(SIL.80), that cell walls covered with superfluid hellum-4 provide a
strongly enhanced lifetime, is to be considered as a major
breakthrough. In the first place this countermeasure (see also STW77)
prevents the hydrogen atoms to interact with magnetic Impurities on
the wall, which may induce spin flips. On the other hand, hellum-4
having one of the lowest possible adsorption potentials for hydrogen,
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surface coverage is minimized, thus reducing the number of threeparticle collisions necessary for recombination (JON58, WAL82). The
apparently successful experimental configuration created in this way,
is shown schematically in Fig. 1.2.

superconducting
coils

cooling

H-t- supply
Fig. 1.2 Scheme of experimental configuration for the stabilization of
atomic hydrogen.

1.1.2 Proton spins: a complication

Unfortunately, the proton spins introduce a serious complication
to the aforementioned stabilization scheme. As the proton Zeeman
energy Is about nine times smaller than thermal energies, the proton
spins are not aligned, but instead randomly distributed over up (J-)
and down (T) states. In a magnetic field the triplet state curves of
Fig. 1.1b actually consist of three closely-lying curves each. In
itself a randomly oriented proton spin presents no problem, but in the
proton spin up atoms H+l the so-called Fermi-contact term in the
hyperfine interaction (GR182, see also section 3.2, Eq. (3.20)) causes
a partial depolarization of the electron spin.
The effective spin harailtonian for a single hydrogen atom in the
Is ground state in a magnetic field B=Be

reads

z

'eff ~ 4" a u l " u A ~"~ °KUpOk,z~veal

z^'

(1-1)

In this expression a. and o, are Pauli spin vectors for electron 1 and
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proton A, respectively, while u and y are absolute values of their
respective spin magnetic moments. The hyperfine constant a
3
-*6
1t
(=8uQu u /3 aQ = 5.8843x10
eV = 68.286 mK) arises from the
evaluation of the spatial part of the Ferral-contact term (see (3.20))
with the zero-order Is electronic wave function. The four
aigenfunctions and f.igenvalue> of hamiltonian H
turn out to be, in
order of Increasing energy:

= - J - {B2(we+Mp)2+ j '
(1.2)
2

4

c

4

{B (u

a

where
0.025346

(1.3)

B

E/k
.5 K

,55 mK

a ^ li-e+T

Fig. 1.3 Rabi diagram (not to scale): four Is hyperfine energy levels
of atomic hydrogen as functions of the magnetic field B.
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The approximation in Che second step is valid for B » 0.05 T, the
hyperfine field. The five digits shown in the final expression are
significant already for B>5T.
The energies of the four hyperfine states are shown in Fig. 1.3, the
so-called Rabi diagram, •? f.-üicMons of the magnetic field B. Note
that Fig. 1.3 is not drawn to scale, in order to present both the
electron Seeraan splitting and the proton hyperfins splitting in one
picture in a recognizable way. Note furthermore, that E

and E

do not
c
approach asymptotically to E and E , respectively. The asymptotes of
E and E are not even parallel to the straight-line functions E, and
a
c
b
E , respectively, where E and E diverge asymptotically, and E and
d
ah
c
E, Intersect at E= a(n -\i )/(4p \i )= 16.683 T. Fig. 1.4 serves as an
d
e p
e p
illustration of this behaviour.
a

B (T)
16.683
I

1

1

1

r

1

:

Fig. 1.4 Energy differences E a ~ E b and
magnetic field B.

as functions of the

Obviously, only the a and b levels are occupied at the
temperatures used, because the energy difference between a-b (mainly
1U) on the one hand and c-d (mainly H+) on the other hand corresponds
to the original large electron Zeeman energy of about 13 K. The |a>
and |b> states are more or less equally occupied in equilibrium, and
they have to be used instead of the |4-i> and \Vf> states in the
former incomplete model. One of these states, however, contains an
admixture e=1/400 of the wrong electron spin, leading to a singlet
state part in two-particle collisions a+a and a+b, and, unfortunately,
rapid recombination.
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1.1.3 Doubly polarized hydrogen; a new possibility
As was already pointed out by Statt and Berlinsky (STA80), a gas
of pure lb> atoms would recombine much more slowly than a gas
containing also |a> atoms, as no electron-spin-up component is present
before a collision takes place. On the other hand, the |a> atoms,
being so much more reactive than the |b> atoms, would rapidly
recombine, leaving in the end a pure, stable |b> gas. This promising
effect once again opens the door to stabilized hydrogen, this time
doubly polarized

recomb.
.const. H+T

filling

destr.

1000

2000

3000
t (sec.)

Fig. 1.5 Density of hydrogen H+ as a function of time. In a schematic
way the figure shows the filling of the cell, rapid recombination
decay, relative constancy thereafter, and the destruction of the
sample by a heat pulse.

The predicted behaviour has actually been observed, by Cline et al
(CLI81) and Sp? ."-: et al (SPR82), see Fig. 1.5. Their measurements on
decay curves of atomic hydrogen as a function of time, showed a very
sharp decrease in the hydrogen density as soon as the incoming flux
was stopped. After a short period of time (<10 s) this density drop
terminated, and the density V.ardly changed any mors, to be interpreted
as the running out of |a> atoms. Cline et al (CL181) and Sprik et al
(SPR82) claim to have reached nuclear polarizations of greater than
99% and 99.8%, respectively, with the mechanism of preferential |a>
recombination. Direct measurements of densities n

and n, have been

performed by van Yperen et al (YPE83), using electron spin resonance
(ESR), whereas Yurke et al (YUR83) acquired some indirect proof for
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the present theoretical model, by means of nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR). Both measurements confirm the presence of doubly polarized
atomic hydrogen H+T.
Thinking that now the aim of a stable atomic hydrogen gas has come
within reach, again turns out to be a misconception. The doubly
polarized H+T gas appears to be unstable after all, and it is
generally believed (STA80, CL.I81, SPR82) that relaxation towards
equilibrium by b+a transitions is responsible for this. These
transitions occur in two-particle collisions by means of the weak
magnetic dipole spin-spin interactions. As a consequence, when almost
all |a> atoms have disappeared, another decay process can be observed
(CLI81), which has a much slower rate (~l0-iO00 s) than the
recombination process. In this regime every |a> atom formed from a |b>
atom by the slow relaxation process, at once recombines Into molecular
hydrogen.
In this way relaxation Is the bottleneck for the recombination
rate and is therefore a very Important quantity. Experiments have been
carried out to determine the relaxation rate T. , both in the volume
and at the surface (SPR82, CLI81, YUR83). Also theoretical
calculations have been performed for the volume case (SIG80, STA80,
AHN83), and the surface case (LAG82, RUC82, STA82, AHN82, EIJ83). The
determination of these relaxation rates constitutes the main part of
this thesis.

1.2 Exceptional properties of atomic hydrogen

At this point the question may be raLsed: why try to stabilize a
gas of atomic hydrogen? The answer is, as was already mentioned in the
introduction, that atomic hydrogen Is expected to display a number of
most Interesting quantum properties. We shall go Into this in somewhat
more detail here.
One of the basic postulates of quantum theory is the fact that
systems of identical particles should have a quantum mechanical state
which is totally symmetric (for bosons) or antisymmetric (for
ferraions) under all permutations of two particles. It is well-known
that the (antl)symmetrlzation has important repercussions, In
particular on macroscopic statistical properties.
Turning to atomic hydrogen, we note that it is composed of two
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fermlons, a proton and an electron. Therefore it acts as a composite
boson. Deviations from classical statistics, due to its Bose nature,
are expected to show up when the mean distance between atoms r<X , ,
where X

=(2iJ z /iLk I)

represents the thermal de Broglie wavelength

of the hydrogen atoms, whereas nu is the atomic mass. For the
corresponding densities
3/2
turt = r-J > X"* = (m H k B T/2nA ii ) ' = 1 . 7 x 1 0 " m" 3 ,

(1.4)

for T=0.2 K, the probability for two atoms to occupy the same state is
no longer negligible, and the Bose-Einstein condensation is expected
to start. As Walraven pointed out (WAL82), the composite nature of the
hydrogen atoms, i.e. the role of the constituent fermlons, would only
become apparent when r<4 A, the distance where the difference between
the singlet and triplet potentials (see Fig. 1.1b), which represents
the exchange contribution, becomes significant. This happens at
densities n>1.6xlO' !a m~ J , three orders of magnitude higher.
In order to obtain a better understanding of macroscopic quantum
systems, it is useful to introduce a generalization of the
thermodynaraical theorem of corresponding states, called the Quantum
Theorem of Corresponding States (QTCS). It was originally introduced
by de Boer et al (B0E48), but recently the theory was extended and
applied to spin polarized quantum systems by Nosanow and coworkers
(NOS75, N0S80). The QTCS states that for some group of systems the
thermodynamical properties can be derived from the same partition
function, if expressed in suitable dimensionless quantities.
The usual scaling parameters for length and energy, the so-called
collision diameter a and the well-depth e of the two-particle
interaction potential, respectively, suffice in the classical case to
* * * *
define the dimensionless Helmholtz free energy F =F (T ,V ) as a
*
*
function of the reduced temperature T

and volume V . In quantum

theory, however, the "quantum of action" ti represents an extra scaling
parameter, and requires the introduction of an additional
dimensionless quantity, the quantum parameter n, which is defined as
n=fiii/in„ea'*=(A/2ïï);i!, A being the de Boer parameter. Essentially only in
this way the hamlltonian of the system H=T+O (T and U are the kinetic
and potential energies, respectively) can be written in dimensionless
form
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nT
*

*

(1.5)

+ u,

*

where H =H/e, U =U/e

and T =TUL

As macroscopic quantum effects are expected to show up more
clearly as the kinetic energy in the lowest-energy macroscopic states
increases relative to the Interaction energy, equation (1.5) suggests
that the parameter n would Indeed be a good measure for the
"quantumness" of the system. In Table I.I the values of n are shown
for some substances to which the QTCS Is applied, together with the
parameters in, , a and e (NOS8O, STW76). Note that there is of course a
difference in behaviour between bosonlc and fermlonlc substances.

substance

type

m

n

(amu)

e (K)

a (A)

n

H+

boson

1.008

6.46

3.69

0.547

D+
T+

fermion

2.014

6.46

3.69

0.274

boson

3.016

6.46

3.69

0.183

He

fermion

3.016

10.85

2.643

0.212

'•He

boson

4.003

10.85

2.643

0.160

H

boson

2.016

37.0

2.92

0.0763

boson

4.028

37.0

2.92

0.0382

J

4U

.

Ar

boson

19.99

42.0

2.764

0.00750

boson

39.95

142.1

3.351

O.OOO761

Table 1.1 Various corresponding substances, with the type of
statistics they follow, their mass nu, well depth e and collision
diameter o of their pair potential, and quantum parameter n-

The table suggests that atomic hydrogen possesses by far the most
pronounced quantum character, while opin-polarized deuterium still has
more quantumness than its well-known fermion successor

a

He.

The aforementioned extension of de Boer's QTCS by Nosanow and
coworkers consisted in considering n as an additional thermodynamic
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variable which can vary continuously. In their formalism they define a
generalized characteristic thermodynamic function, the free energy
* * * *
F =F (T ,V , n ) . Then it is possible to derive generalized phase
diagrams, phase transitions and critical points (NOS75, MIL75, MIL77).
The zero-temperature critical point for bosons turns out to lie at
n=0.46, so H+ appears to be the only material to remain gaseous down
to absolute zero. In fact, H+ is so light and weakly-interacting, that
it is probably an almost ideal Bose-gas, thus offering an opportunity
to observe Bose-Einstein condensation almost in its pure form. Also
the possibility to reach an arbitrary low temperature with H+ as a
cooling refrigerant has been mentioned (NOS8O).
Apart from an expected peak in the specific heat and possible
superfluidity, the paramagnetic character of atomic hydrogen enables
one to study spatial condensation, when a strong magnetic field
gradient is applied (WAL82), and possibly the phenomenon of spin
waves. As for practical applications of H+ its unequalled specific
potential energy suggests its use for energy storage and fuel. The
extremely large densities, however, being necessary for this purpose
m~ d , JON58) will not be feasible in the near future.
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CHAPTER 2, Rate constants derived from collision quantities

2.0 Introduction
In this chapter we will introduce the rate equations governing the
development of the densities n

and n, of a and b atoms as functions

of time, in section 2.1. Both volume and surface processes are
Included. Then the relaxation rate constants G

and G

for volume and

surface collisions, determining the decay rate of doubly polarized
hydrogen H+T, are expressed in microscopic scattering cross sections
ana cross lengths, respectively.
In section 2.2 this is carried out in a straightforward way using
kinetic gas theory. There has been considerable controversy between
several groups about factors of two in theoretical expressions,
probably due to uncareful treatments of identical-particle aspects.
The final expression for the relaxation rate constant G_. of Statt and
Berlinsky (STA80) agreed in the first Instance with ours (AHN83), but
was a factor of 2 lower than that of Siggia and Ruckenstein (SIG80).
In a private communication to us, however, the former authors
"corrected" their results In agreement with the latter authors. A
similar discrepancy arose for the surface relaxation rate constant G_,
as three papers (LAG82, RUC82, STA82) agreed on a theoretical
expression, which was a factor of two larger than ours (AHN82).
This prompted us to carry out two alternative derivations of the
rate constants G
V

and G , which are presented here in sections 2.3 and
o

2.4. In both derivations identical-particle aspects are treated using
the more fundamental second-quantization formalism, which facilitates
considerably the handling of these aspects. Section 2.3 is essentially
based on linear-response theory according to Kubo and Tomita (KUB54),
also used by Ruckenstein and Siggia (RUC82); the related formalism of
correlation functions (ABR61) is used by Lagendijk and van Yperen
(I.AG82, YPE84). The latter, however, does not Incorporate the
treatment of identical particles. Moreover, It is not clear how it
could be included, without ending up with a formalism of the type of
the linear response theory or the quantum mechanical Boltzmann
equation, to be considered below. Without such a more fundamental
formalism one is forced to resolve the "factors of two" problem by
normalizing the theoretical relaxation formulae against classical
expressions.
In section 2.4 the quantum mechanical Boltzmann equation for
- 15 -

Identical bosons is discussed and applied to the relaxation problem,
offering at the same time a very general and rigorous formalism for
deducing rate constants from microscopic quantities in similar
problems.
Note that sections 2.2 and 2.3 are essentially based on sections
lit and IV of a paper by Ahn et al (AHN83).

2.1 Rate equations and constants
In a situation, where volume V and temperature T are considered to
be kept constant, the time evolution of the macroscopic system of
atomic hydrogen may be described by the densities n (t) and n (t) of
|a> and |b> atoms, respectively. These densities are determined by the
rate equations

|2a -

G+(n' + n a n b ) - G+(n?; + n ^ ) - K

^

- 2 ^ ^

(2.1)

and

g b = -G^n* + nanb) + G+(na + n ^ ) - y ^ ,

(2.2)

the total hydrogen density being equal to the sum n = n +n, . We have
left out terras describing the filling flux, thermal leakage, and
Impurity effects (SPR82). In the equations the recombination rate
constants K.

and K

appear, from a+b and a+a collisions,

respectively; a K, . term Is missing for reasons mentioned In section
DD

I.I. The K terms refer to recombination of surface-adsorbed H-atoras,
converted to effective volume terms- We come back to this point
shortly. Three-particle recombination Is neglected (WAL82, JON58; see
also chapter 6 ) . The G terms represent relaxation processes,
Incorporating a b*a transition (G,, exothermal) or an a+b transition
(G , endothermal). Transitions b+b-a+a, requiring a double spin flip,
are negligible (see section 3.4.3). Note that, for Instance, the
reactions b+b+a+b and a+b+a+a share the same rate constant G , since
I) thermal collisions outnumber relaxation collisions by far, so that
|a> and |b> atoms have the same energy distribution, and 2) the spin
Interactions can be treated to first order (see section 3.4).
If we would omit recombination for a moment then the relaxation
processes a-b would drive the densities n and n exponentially to the
3
D
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equilibrium state na= n ^ / ^ + G ^ ) , t»b= n H G + /(G < +G + ), like
exp{-iu(G,+G.)t}, from any initial state, the total density i^ being a
constant. The characteristic rate for this exponential process is the
relaxation rate T^ - nu(G++G^.)*
On the other hand r when the recombination terms are included a
rapid depletion of the [a> st;te takes place. Soon the density n a is
very
, but
1 small compared to n,, and knowing that G.=G. and K , =K
b
+ t
ab aa
K .»G, (01.181), the rate equations reduce to

and

oTb " V b - KabVb"
The relaxation-'bottlenecked-recombination regime starts when

so

and
-2G + n 2 .

(2.5)

The solution to this equation, nu(t)= n_/(2nnG,t+l) has a typical rate
T Q = 2nQG,, and it is essentially this rate that can be measured in
actual experiments. The calculation of the important quantity G

will

be the main topic of the remaining chapters. The subscript "+" will be
dropped in the following.
Although Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) refer in the first instance to
volume densities, particles bound to the surface with an energy E
surface density n

and

play an important role. The gas and surface phases,

o

each with their own set of rate equations, are continuously exchanging
atoms. Since it is believed that the exchange rate is much faster than
relaxation and recombination rates (SPR82), the surface coverage can
be thought to be in constant thermal equilibrium with the volume
density, according to ng/n^ Xthexp(Eg/kBT), where \

is the thermal

de Broglle wavelength. This implies that the surface decay can be
effectively included in the volume rate equations as (dn /dt)(A/V),
where A./V is the surface to volume ratio of the cell. Relaxation rate
constants are then built up out of a volume and an effective surface
constant, according to
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G = Gv + Gg = Gv + Gg(A/V)X^hexp(2Eg/kBT).

(2.6)

On the other hand, the recombination constant has only an effective
surface contribution, reading
K = Kg = K g (A/V)xJ h exp(2E s /k B T).

(2.7)

In the remaining paft of this chapter we shall go into the derivation
of the relaxation
relaxatU
rate constants, dealing with G

and G

simultaneously.

2.2 Thermal average with the Boltzmann distribution

In this section we will introduce a relatively simple way to
express both volume and surface relaxation rate constants in
microscopic collision quantities. To this end we use a simple MaxwellBoltzraann distribution to average over all velocities of individual
atoms before a possible relaxation collision, thereby assuming that
the densities are still far from the Bose-Einstein regime.
For individual particles we have the following velocity
distribution:

where d is the dimension of the system (surface: d=2, volume: d=3).
Thus the velocity distribution on the surface is simply assumed to
equal the part of the volume distribution parallel to the plane. In
scattering theory only relative velocities are relevant, and the twoparticle distribution function for these is found to be

P (v)dv

«ï
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in which u=%m,, is the reduced mass.
Now let us evaluate the rate of change for the n, density caused
by b+b+a+b transitions. Consider a single b atom. Then the
differential number d 2 N of b atoms with relative velocity in an
interval dv around v that cross a given area (or line segment for d=2)
%

perpendicular to v, in a time interval dt, equals

d 2 N d (v) = vdt ^~X^

P d (v)dv.

(2.10)

Hence the number of pairs splitting up again as an a+b pair with a
A
A
relative velocity direction in an interval dv' around v' turns out to
be

^ a b . b b ^ ' . v ) = nbvdt <4>bb(v',v+)dv- Pd(^)dv.
d

(2.11)

+ +

In this equation a , ,.(v',v) represents the so-called differential
collision cross section ("cross length" for d=2, for which we also
introduced the symbol X, see AHN82) for the bb+ab transition. It is
essentially defined as an area (line piece for d=2) perpendicular to
+

the incoming particle flux with velocity v which scatters into the
direction of v' with the internal state transition indicated. For a
more explicit definition see section 3.1. The d=3 cross sections will
be calculated in chapter 3, the d=2 cross lengths in chapter 4.
The desired rate of change follows simply by integrating over all
initial and final velocities and summing over all b particles:

where the quantity G , .,(T), defined as
ab, bb

G

ab,bb(T)

:=

v?d
^ d ' dv
^> V b b ^ ' ' ^ '
d'

R £'

turns out to match the quantity G
(dn /dt)

(

from Eq. (2.2), if one identifies

as the first terra on the right hand side of (2.2). Note

that the factor \ appears in (2.13a) to avoid double counting in the
summation over the b atoms before collision.
The other terms in (2.1) and (2.2) can be delt with analogously,
and we find for a general relaxation rate constant due to a transition
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s+s' between two-particle spin states s and s'

Gs ,s (T) = ^/dv Jdv' vPd(v) «A (v'.v).

(2.13b)

d A d
R R'

Since bb-aa transitions are negligible, the remaining relevant
transitions are bb~ab and aa-ab. In case the final state contains
particles in identical spin states, the factor ^ avoids doublecounting due to the Integration over all final directions.
Finally, defining an effective cross section as (d=2 or 3 only):

°eff,sIs(E) = ~ £ T ~ Mk'/dk aj,a(k',k),

(2.14)

where we have identified v (and v') with the direction of the wave
vector k=pv/fi (and k' accordingly), we arrive at the expression
.

(2.15)

We made use of a transition to the asymptotic relative kinetic energy
E=^uv . Note that a

FF

, (E) vanishes for E<E ,-E , if s+s' is an

endothermal reaction. The equations (2.14) and (2.15) provide the
necessary connection between the microscopic quantities o ,, and the
macroscopically measurable constants G.

2.3 Linear-response theory

2.3.1 Derivation of an expression for the relaxation rate
As a further support of the foregoing result, we use a starting
poLnt based on Kubo and Toraita's approach (KUB54). It was also briefly
mentioned by Ruckenstein and Siggia (K.UC82). Our aim is to corroborate
the expression (2.15) for the relaxation constant, In view of the
disagreement about factors of two between several groups (AHN82,
AHN83, LAG82, SIG8O, RUC82, STA8O). The present derivation, which
makes use of an occupation number representation, allows a more
straightforward way of handling the identical-particle aspects. On the
other hand, this derivation is lengthy and complicated. Therefore we
introduce a number of approximations, which may only be valid in some
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idealizing limit, but which have no hearing on our discussion about
factors of two. The approximations are:
(1) The spin energies involved are neglected compared to thermal
energies; this assumption, called the high-temperature limit
C1TL), will be discussed in chapters 3 and 4.
(2) The central Interactions are omitted. The resulting plane-wave
approximation (see section 3.4.2) gives rise to a diverging
scattering cro<ss section in two dimensions. However, it is assumed
that in the resulting expression for G more exact approximations
for the cross section may be substituted(3) Transition probabilities are calculated using first order timedependent perturbation theory.
(4) Only small deviations from the equilibrium situation n =n, are
considered (linear response).
(5) The gas is considered to be dilute.
(6) Only single spin flips are included.
(7) For the surface case the gas Is treated purely two-diraensionally.
Again the surface relaxation (d=2) is discussed along with the
volume case (d=3). Consider a system of N u atoms in a "volume" L with
corresponding periodic boundary conditions for the free (assumption
(2)) single-particle wave functions |ot>= 4> L 2 exp(lk .r). The state
a
a
<|> is a one-atom internal spin state (? =a or b ) . For d=2 a wave
function for the motion perpendicular to the surface is omitted,
according to assumption (7). The Hamiltonian of the system consists in
the first place of an unperturbed part H-, which is the sum of a
(free) translational part H_ with single-particle eigenvalues
9

9

-Ï i-

e =h k /2m^, and an internal part H_ n with single particle
eigenvalues e =E or E . In second-quantized form we have (see ROB73,
GRE82)

H

o - H 5 r + H o lnt = i < e < + e X v

< 2 - l6 >

K

where a and a are destruction and creation operators of the singleparticle mode K, respectively. The perturbing spin-spin part is
correspondingly
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v

V

= * Ïv d / ! v P v

(2a7)

standing for a matrix element of the interaction among a pair

of atoms. Formally, a system with this harailtonian is known to be
equivalent to a fictitious spin-^ gas (obeying Bose statistics) in an
external homogeneous magnetic field. In the following we shall use
terras like spin temperature, etc., on the basis of this analogy.
The etgenstates of the unperturbed hamlltonian are |NI>=
|N.,N 2 ,N»,...^, N

being the number of atoms in state a (=k ,? ) . We

now describe the translatLonal subsystem by a canonical ensemble with
a certain temperature (P=i/k,.T), and the spin subsystem by one with a
a
spin temperature (ft =l/k T ) • The latter temperature is in one-to-one
S
QS

correspondence with the a and b occupations. In general nonequilibrium states f? *3 the time-dependent density operator is given
by
p(t) = Z~ exp{-[8H^r + B ( O H . ^ ) } .

(2.18)

In this expression, Z is the partition function. In the spirit of the
high-temperature limit (assumption (1)) we neglect the heat capacity
of the spin system relative to that of the translational system, and
consider the relaxation of ft to 6, taking the latter to be constant.
According to first-order time-dependent perturbation theory
(assumption (3)), the transition probability from a state |N> to |N'>
in a time interval T is

N'N

' N'N '

with
f(T,u) = sin (^(I)T)/(^U)

(2.20)

and

provided the interval T is longer than a typical collision time, but
smaller than the time between collisions. Note that we introduced the
short-hand notation E =)|N e

and e„=lN e . The change in the average
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total spin energy in the time interval T equals

~2

I (e N ,-e N )|<N'|V [N>|2f ( T . w ^ Z ^ e x p t - B E ^ B ^ t ) ^ ) .

(2.22)

With assumption (A) this change A<e> is approKimated to first order in
Pi -?>, giving
s
exp(-(3E -Be )

—ÏTV1-

• C2.23)

In this equation the quasI-5-function "5" has been introduced in
anticipation of the replacement

valid if we take T much larger than a typical collision time. We used
the narrowness of the "6"-function to get rid of the zero-order term
in (2.23) in particular, through the (anti)symmetry in N' and N.
In turn we can express AB in the distance of the average total
spin energy <e> from its equilibrium value <£>„> once again using a
linearization procedure, as well as the fact that the individual spin
systems are not correlated to each other (low density, assumption (5))
and to the translational system. These assumptions lead to the
relation

2

exp(3E

ab)

<«>-<«>.- -VB Eab {l+exP(BEK)P
where E

= E -E

HTL

1

' "4V

is the energy difference between the

2

(2>25)

V

|a> and |b>

states. Combining (2.25) and (2.23) we have ( T « T !)
d<e>

A<e>

1

It" = "'T " f (
in which

4n

vv

Vv

H

N .. ,
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,2

x N Y N fi (N a +l)(N 3 +l).

(2.27)

This is the desired relaxation rate, because <e> depends linearly on
the difEerence n -a , i.e. the longitudinal magnetization of the

„

Da

fictitious system of spin-^ bosons. The sum L,, |<N' |V |N> | was
evaluated with the use of (2.17), noting that at most four N' numbers,
labeled by a, 0, y, and 5, can differ from the corresponding N values
for a non-vanishing contribution. For fixed { N } a sequence {N1 } is
defined by giving the two unordered pairs (ag) and (yS); equalities
araong these labels lead to negligible contributions for low densities.
Next, the K X U V summation was found to reduce to four terras. Finally,
the neglect of b+b-a+a transitions in assumption (6) allowed us to use
the equality e ,-e =E

for all transitions N->N', in Eq. (2.27). The

expression for the relaxation rate will be worked out in the next
subsection.

2.3.2 Evaluation of the relaxation rate

In order to evaluate the relaxation rate, we first convert the
pair summation (otfl)(Y<5) over one-particle states into four independent
summations, at the same time inserting a factor 1/4 for compensation.
Next the four summations over the wave vectors are transformed into
integrals, taking the limit L+«. Then the integrations over wave
-

*

•

-

*

•

+

>

vectors k

and k. (before collision), as well as k and k. (after
Y
o
ct
P
collision) are replaced by integrations over relative wave vectors
* - + • * •

+

> +

++

+

k=^(k - k g ) , k'=?(ka-k..), and center-of-raass wave vectors K=k +k-,
K'=k +k_. Therefore we have
ct p
V

I

Y

I / li i4d

r*

f

a p Y 6

It77J 4 d

I

JdK'Jdk'JdK fdt

Writing out the two-particle matrix elements with the same
transformation of wave vectors, we get
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(2.28)

where the so-called identical-particle T-matrix (see also section 3.1)
in the plane-wave Born approximation (cf. section 3.4.2) is defined
as
id

+

+

c

(2)|V(l,2)(l+Pl2)|e1 " r i 2 * c (l)tCfi(2)>.

The labels I and 2 stand for a pair of H atoms, and P

(2.30)

is a

permutation operator. Substituting (2.28), (2.29) and (2.30) into
(2.27) we find
d
f

= —

J i J L

-

T

- x

(2.31)

fdKfdk'fdk" 6(E'-E) |T^ d ,

(k\i

where we carried out the s u b s t i t u t i o n #w,,, = E'-E. The summation over
N'N
N is now included in the ensemble average <

>. This average is

calculated with the use of the grand-canonical ensemble, so that the
occupation numbers are uncorrelated, and we arrive at

<N Nr(N +1)(NO+1)> = <N XN.XN +1XN
Yoot
p
' y o c t

m

k $ ) x th e "

He

~

li

-

<2-32>

For the low densities considered (assumption (5)) <N +1> and <N +l>
a
p
have been replaced by 1, while for the evaluation of <N > and <N.> an
ordinary Boltzmann distribution is sufficient. Evaluating some
integrals we finally arrive at
1_
T,
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The cross section (or cross length) a

is related to the T-matrix in

(2.31) by the definitions that will be used in sections 3.1 and

J ^
The effective cross sertiiri o .

^f

rc

(it', it) I2.

(2.34)

i s defined In turns of ü

acrord in;; to (2.14). in tin.' plane-wive Horn appt'ox i ma t i on plus HTI. .ill
cros-i sections for the i'i.'lit cunt r ibnt iaj; processes (assumption (6))
aa~ab, aa-ha, bb-ab, ,mi! hh-ba are equal. The summation over C_, C
', , and ", is therefore dropped and replaced by a factor of eight in
u'lnat ion (2.33).
Comparing (2.33) with (2.11)), and using T

=2n|[G, we have thus

confirme.l tlio derivation of suction '2.2 with respect to factors of
two.

2.4 The quantum mechanical Boltzmann equation

We will now briefly go Into the derivation and application of the
quantum mechanical Boltzmann equation, as a third way of expressing G
and i!

in collision quantities. Once again the second-quantization

formalism is used to enable an elegant and straightforward way to
treat identical-particle aspects. The present approach is very
generally applicable, and easily allows for generalizations, such as
the inclusion of more internal energy levels, or the use of the BoseKinstein thermal distribution. For an extensive derivation of various
quantummechanical Boltzmann-type equations we refer to a paper by Hess
(HES67). In the following we will give only the outlines of this
derivation. In addition, we will point out an error in HES67, and
modify the T-matrix definition, in order to match the usual
convention. See also TRO83 for these corrections.
The system of atomic hydrogen under consideration is again
described by the hamiltonian, introduced in Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17).
For a description of the time evolution of the system the Heisenberg
picture is introduced, so that the operator fields become time
dependent. Matrix elements of all one-particle observables can be
expressed in terms of the one-particle distribution matrix F
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,=

Tr(pa. ,a, ) , the diagonal elements k=k' of which equal the expectation
values of the occupation numbers N. . The time dependence of F, , is
governed by the equation

in which E is the total energy of a particle in mode k. In this
(2)
equation the so-called two-particle distribution matrices F.". =
I f
ic*, ran
Tr(pa a a a ) come into play, in which the matrix elements of twoparticle obsecvables can be expressed. The time-evolution equation for
(2)
(3)
F

in turn contains matrices F

, and so on. This endless, so-

called BBGKY, hierarchy is not solvable in practice, unless some
additional physical assumption is put in.
At this point it Is convenient to Introduce the correlation
operators C, .:=a. a.. In the present case the aforementioned physical
assumption consists of the neglect of a aC terms relative to C terms
In the time evolution equation for C .. This is justified bv the fact
t
that
the+1)/N
matrix, elements
each
additional
a, a couple
represents
a
factorin^(N
leading to
small
contributions
for low
densities.
The approximation turns out to be equivalent to the neglect of threeparticle contributions F

in the equation for F

. With the

definition

( 2

we find the equation for the C

-

3 6 )

to be
K.A.

(E + V)C,

(2.37)

in matrix notation. This equation, resembling the ordinary SchrBdinger
equation, may be understood to describe the collision of two particles
k and £, taken from the gas by the destruction operators a. and a .
The Idea Is then to relate the solution after collision C(t) and thus
the distribution matrix F^j,mn(t)= T r C p C ^ C ^ ) , to their values long
before collision (long compared to typical collision times). These
values being unknown, a second supposition, the so-called molecular
chaos approximation, enters the derivation: it is assumed that two

particles are uncorrelated before collision, due to frequent
scattering processes by other particles.
The F^ *

matrix for uncorrelated particles can easily be worked

out» using a grand-canonical partition function. The summation over
all states |N> can be factoriaèd Into summations over single-state
occupation numbers N . The matrix element <N |a. ,a,,a. a. |N'> Is found
to be N N
sN >=F

(5 i L ^ i A i i ^ i t ) .

so

tne

N. and N

summations reduce to

and "^„^F»,,. respectively. All other sums In the numerator

and the denominator cancel. In this way the F

matrix reduces to

(2l38)

for some time t- before the collision. In the derivation of Hess
(HES67) there appears a factor \ on the right hand si.de, which might
seem natural, considering the right-hand side of Eq. (2.38) as a
symmetrised expression, but which Is nevertheless Incorrect.
The solution G(t) to Eq. (2.37) may be expressed In the solution
(0)
C
(t) of the same equation without Interaction V, by means of the
operator (l-2irlT, . ) ,

if t-tg Is large compared to the collision time.

The operator T/_\ in turn Is connected to the transition matrix T for
distinguishable particles (see section 3.1) according to

Tf+\ = TT*
(.-;
<£*»

JdT exp(+nx/«)exp(iET/*) T exp(-iEf/fi).

(2.39)

±oo

The factor exp(+ru/A) has been Inserted to suppress contributions from
other collisions for large |x| values, while n is chosen to yield an
exponential value of about I at the time of the collision under
consideration.
The abovementioned expressions enable us to express F
the collision In F

*

(2)

(t) after

(tg) before the collision, and the latter

quantity In turn In one-particle distribution matrices with (2.38).
(2)
Substituting this F v '(t) into equation (2.35) gives the general
quantum mechanical Boltzraann equation (In matrix notation):

i

dF
*dt

=

i
i
, -Id
Idt
id
idt i
^ E > F J + Tr2{ïïiT FFT
+ (T FF-FFT
) },

(2.40)

where the trace Is performed over the two outermost indices. We
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assumed F to be diagonal in the energy. The identical-particle
matrices (T

corresponds to the quantity indicated by the same

notation in section 2.3) are defined by
•= T

T
1 1

*

'

+T

ïu.k'r

kx.rk'

and
-id
-Jf
+T
=T id
+T i d
+T i d
Kld
• (2-42)
k4,inn k£,mn k£,nm (-)k£,mn (+)k£,mn (-)kH,nra (+)k)l>nra
Tne definition for T 1 , applied implicitly in HES67, apparently
contains an additional factor ^, which is rather unusual* Together
with the error in Hess' equation corresponding to our (2.38), this
leads to an incorrect additional factor of two under the trace in Eq.
(2.40).
The Boltzmann equation (2.40) can be brought into a somewhat more
familiar form, the so-called Wang Chang-Uhlenbeck-de Boer equation
(WCUB; see WAN51), with the use of the assumption that F is also
diagonal in its momentum indices, which can be proved to be valid for
homogeneous systems. Summations are converted to Integrals as t+™.
Then F is replaced by a function f(p) that is normalized as a particle
density. A final approximation applied is the diagonality of f(p) in
the Internal coordinates as well. According to Moraal (MOR75) this
holds as long as the difference AE between Internal energies is not
too small, i.e. A E . T » ^ , where T is the time between collisions. This
can be made plausible by noting that #/AE is the time it takes an atom
to "forget" it has been in a superposition of internal states due to
the previous collision. The WCUB equation reads
+

g.—

=

2Uü

L
C-i C Ci

Jdp, Jdp1 Jdp.! — a

r i r i(q>q')

1

x

(2.43)

1

In this equation the C indices refer to internal (spin) coordinates.
The e term represents the difference in spin energies before and after
the collision. The vectors q=^(p-p.) and q'=^(p'-p() are relative
momenta. Note that for one internal state the WCUB equation takes the
form of the classical Boltzmann equation (BOL72), except for a factor
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^ appearing in the former. This factor stems from the fact that the
identical-particle quantum mechanical cross section can be written as
the sum of two equal "classical" cross sections for distinguishable
particles, besides two interference terms.
Substituting a MaKwell-Boltzraann momentum distribution times the
C-state density n

for the f functions on the right-hand side, and

carrying out the integrations, we obtain the rate equations. We found
that our results In section 2.2 were confirmed once more.
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CHAPTER 3- Volume processes

3,0 Introduction
In the last chapter we have seen how the macroscoplcally
measurable quantities, such as volume and surface relaxation rate
constants, G„ and G„ respectively, can be expressed In terms of a
microscopic effective cross section a

or cross length X „ ,

respectively. In turn, the latter quantities can be derived from a
theory of two-particle collisions. From this point on we have to
separately treat the processes taking place La the volume and those
where the atoms Involved are bound to the surface. In this chapter
some models are introduced to describe collisions in the volume.
In section 3.1 the basic Ingredients of scattering theory are
reviewed briefly, and It Is pointed out how the solutions f of the
time-independent Schr'ddinger equation are connected with the
scattering amplitude f, the T- and S-matrices, and finally the
differential cross section 0, both for distinguishable and identical
particles. In section 3.2 we introduce the Hamilton operator and focus
on the terms which are relevant to our problem. Then we show in
section 3.3 how the Schrödinger equation can be solved in a rigorous
way, using the so-called coupled-channels or close-coupling (CC)
method. The wave function Hf Is expanded in a complete set of suitable
basis functions containing all particle coordinates, except for the
relative distance r between the two colliding hydrogen atoms. The
result is a set of second-order coupled differential equations. The
diagonal and coupling matrices are simplified using symmetry
arguments, and some difficulties arising in the practical integration
of the CC equations are delt with. In section 3.4 various reasonablelooking approximations will be discussed, which significantly decrease
computation time. Next, these approximations are checked using the
more exact CC calculation. This thorough check was our main motivation
for starting the CC attack of the problem in the first place. Finally,
in section 3.5, we give the numerical results for a ff and G , and
compare with other theoretical results and with experiment.
Note that the present chapter is partly based on sections II, III,
and V of a paper by Ahn et al (A.HN83).
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}

3.1 Principles of scattering theory
In quantum mechanics a pure state of a physical system can be
described by a wave function f, depending on all coordinates of the
system. The time evolution of the system is governed by the so-called
time-dependent Schrödinger equation, reading

u|£

= HfCO.

(3.1)

In this equation H is a hermitean operator corresponding to the total
energy of the system.
Scattering theory is concerned with the description of a small
number of particles, interacting with an external field and/or with
each other only for a finite period of time in a limited region of
space. It aims at establishing the relation between the state of the
particles long before and long after their mutual interaction. In tills
thesis we restrict ourselves to two-particle collisions in an external
field. The proper way to treat these collisions is in the timedependent formalism, using wave packets for the particles with an inand out-asymptote, connected to each other by the so-called

S-operator

(TAY72). We shall adopt here, however, the more commonly used and
simpler time-Independent formalism (MES61), where the incoming and
outgoing particles correspond to a plane wave and a spherically
scattered wave, respectively. It is always possible to construct wave
packets from a superposition of stationary waves.
Substituting an e

time dependence in (3.1) we obtain the

time-independent Schrödinger equation:
Hf + (x,C) = EV+(x,_£).

(3.2)

In this equation E Is the total energy of the system. The solution I*
depends on all spatial coordinates x and spin coordinates ?. The
symbol jc stands for a vector in the 3N-3 dimensional configuration
space of relative coordinates, N being the total number of
"elementary" particles involved in the collision. The center-of-mass
motion is left out of consideration here.
The following considerations are restricted to a situation in
which a) the total system formed from the colliding systems can only
separate into two clusters of particles, b) these clusters are
electrically neutral, and c) identical-particle aspects are not taken
into account. The third restriction is dropped at the end of this
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section. The following boundary condition at infinity i s imposed
on f:

*& a <i.I> ^

e

ifc* r
a

A

" *a<5A.5>

ik

+

f

6

a

brB

I Ba<^. a )*B<2B.i) T^- •

<3'3>

where the sign ~ r e f e r s to asymptotic behaviour. In t h i s way IF*" Is the
solution of (3.2) containing an Incoming plane wave with given wave
vector k and I n i t i a l two-particle Internal state IJJ . The second terra
in (3.3) represents the spherical scattered waves for a l l possible
f i n a l s t a t e s *„> called channels, and corresponding wave numbers k , ,
each present with an amplitude f„ - the so-called s c a t t e r i n g
amplitude - depending on the scattering direction r . I t i s pointed
out here that only vectors In three-dimensional space are denoted with
an arrow on top, contrary to general vectors, which are underlined.
Furthermore, the channel indices a and 0 are composed of the
subindices (A,a) and (B,b), respectively, a capital l e t t e r labeling
the composition of both colliding fragments out of elementary
p a r t i c l e s , and a lower case l e t t e r indicating the internal s t a t e of
both fragments. F i n a l l y , r n ( r . ) i s the r e l a t i v e vector between the
centers-of-mass of the scattered fragments, and x (x ) stands for the
i n t e r n a l coordinates of the fragments, the remainder of JC in channel
3 (a) after removal of the coordinates of r_ ( r . ) .
A

At large values of |JC| and for a given direction x=x/ |x | only
terms corresponding to at most a single composition B contribute to
the right-hand side of ( 3 . 3 ) . Projecting the sum of such terras on the
i n t e r n a l s t a t e I|J„ defines the function 5g(r
spherical harmonics Y£'m> («-'g)

and Y

k ) . Expanding i t in

t o ^ a ^ gives

vz
m'm

,ikbrB

Definitions of v
and the spherical Bessel function i . ( x ) can be
found in Morse and Feshbach (MOR53). Taking the inner product of (3.4)
*
A
A
with Y i i m i ( r B ) Y 4 n i ( k a ) a n d substituting the asymptotic form
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sin(x-^Jlit)/x for j$(x) we get for the expansion coefficients of

-S

,,

(k Ne^b'B-**"'}.

{3.5)

Ta this expression the .-. matrix is defined by

IT f P*'m' , c U n W '

(3>6)

This important matrix establishes the relationship between an Incoming
wave exp(-ik r ) In channel a, and the resulting outgoing waves
exp(ik.r_) In the P channels. Note that other conventions for S are In
b 3

use, which are based on a different normalization of Incoming and
outgoing waves. It Is obvious from (3.6), that If there is no
Interaction, the f matrix elements vanish and In (3.6) only the
Identity matrix survives. This describes the unperturbed plane-wave
part In the solution of the scattering problem. This part being always
present and irrelevant for most purposes, It is convenient to define a
transition- or T-matrix, describing only the scattered part, which Is
related to S by (JOA75)

where Pn(E)= kjV(2it) dxdk.L/dE = V„K/(.2T) ihl is the "density of states
P
b
b
Bb
on the energy shell" and \s the reduced mass of the fragments in
B

+

composition B. Returning to the k representation we then have the
following relation between f and T, which is defined "on the energy
shell" (MES6L) only:

k

k

v**>- A v V >
+

+ A
b o

3

< «>

Here k. is defined by k, =r_k. .
D

b

Finally, we may Introduce a very important quantity In classical
and quantum mechanics, the differential cross section ofi (k, ,k ). It
is usually defined as the flux of radially outgoing scattered
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particles per unit angle per unit time, divided by the flux of
incoming particles through a plane perpendicular to the incoming wave
vector k , per unit area per unit time (MES61). In the timeindependent formalism, using the definition of the probability flow
density J= (-i*/2u)(V V M v t ) , it is easy to express the differential
cross section in f and T, according to

% W ) ' 4 lf<M> I2 •
The expression given for o in Eq. (3.9) is valid only for
distinguishable particles. Identical-particle aspects have led to
considerable confusion about factors of two in theoretical expressions
pertaining to the subject of atomic hydrogen (AHN82, AHN83), as
mentioned before. Therefore we pay special attention to these aspects
in the following. An excellent, more extensive description of the
treatment of identical particles in complex collisions can be found in
Austern (AUS70).
It is well-known that the wave function of a fermion system
(MES61), for instance colliding hydrogen atoms consisting of protons
and electrons, has to be antisymmetric under all permutations of
identical ferraions. This is already achieved by antisynuietrizing the
initial state a, because the symmetry of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.1)
guarantees the preservation of the antisymmetrization into each final
state 0. Consider then in a time-dependent description an ensemble of
normalized relative-motion pre-collision wave packets, each consisting
of n !n ! parts in configuration space, where n and n are the number
e p
e
p
of electrons and protons, respectively. These parts are nonoverlapping for t*-" and mutually related by particle permutation,
fixing the normalization factor as (n !n !)

. Each part gives rise to

a scattered wave in channel B, contributing n !n ! incoherent terms to
the signal in a detector for the fragments, which is insensitive to
the labels of the particles "inside" the fragments. All corresponding
cross sections being equal for symmetry reasons, the compositioninsensitive cross section is n !n ! times one of them. The
e p
corresponding identical-particle transition amplitude may be defined
as
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(3.10)

The letters "AS" stand for "anti-symmetrlzed", whereas P runs over all
possible idsntical-partlcle permutations. The faculty factors cancel.
For Che Identical-particle cross section we find

The superscripts "id" and "AS" will be left out In the following, but
at some crucial points we will again c-jmment upon the Identicalparticle aspects.

3.2 The Hamiltonian for H-H scattering

Considering the problem of two colliding hydrogen atoms In the gas
phase we have the situation depicted In Fig. 3.1a, as seen in a lab
coordinate frame. In order to separate the center-of-mass motion, we
will introduce relative coordinates (Fig. 3.1b). In view of the

12

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3«la,b Schematic diagrams of two hydrogen atoms colliding with
one another, in the lab coordinate frame (a) and with relative
coordinates indicated (b), respectively.
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possible exchange of electrons 1 and 2 between nuclei A and B, we
define electron coordinates relative to a point C halfway A and B,
rather than by r.. and r, . This results in the coordinate
transformation

I 2C " I2 "W"A^B>i
r

=i r

-

r

(3.12)

A™r >

\ transformation of this type was already implicitly assumed in
section 3.1, the centec-of-mass motion being separated in the form of
a plane wave exp(ik.R) and left out of consideration in the
following.
The remaining Hamiltonian in (3.2) in relative coordinates can be
written as
H = H

K

+ V

C

+ V

B

+

(3

V

The Eour terras of H will be explained one by one. Firstly, H

-l3)

is the

kinetic energy operator:

\ - - IjAr - 2 ^ «&IC+A2C> " 4m; ^lc+*2C>2'
In this expression m

'.nd m

(3

" U)

are the electron and proton mass,

respectively, whereas p=^ra is the reduced mass of the two protons.
The third term stems from the electron-compensating motion of both
protons in order to keep the center-of-raass of the whole system in
place. The Coulomb interaction V
„ .+ +

+

.

ez

,1

I

reads (in SI units)
1

1

I

1 ,

where e is the elementary charge. The Zeeraan-interaction V

can be

expressed in Pauli spin vectors a. for particles i and the eKtecnal
homogeneous magnetic field B as follows:
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V

V

SB+VIB+VLB

Here u = ^U_g and u = ^u„8T a r e t h e electron and proton magnetic
e
os
p
NI
moments, whereas \i =e/i/2m and u =efi/2m are the Bohr and naclear
B
e
N
p
magneton, while g„~2.0023 and g =5.5857 represent the Lande factors
for electron and proton, respectively. The term V

represents the

7,eeman tarm due to orbital magnetic moments.
Mote that we use dimensionless spin vector operators a. Instead of
vectors S and t, which are sometimes understood to Include an
additional factor \fi. For the associated quantum numbers the notation
S and I Is maintained in the following.
Finally, the spin Interactions V

can In turn be subdivided Into

five terms:
v

s- v ro

+v

(3a7)

ss ^ S I + ' H + 'LS-

Starting with the second term, which Is the strongest, we may write
V

, the magnetic dlpole-dlpole Interaction between the spins of

electrons 1 and 2, as

*•

+

y

+

2

+

•

Jj M2 „!L^1.2L^liL!l2-V^. .

A similar eKpression is valid for the four possible

(3.18)

electron-proton

magnetic I n t e r a c t i o n s contained in V , thus yielding

v

SI= 4T V p

.

-5
iJ

'
J=A, B

1J

The formula of the proton-proton magnetic i n t e r a c t i o n Is equivalent to
2
(3.18), but due to a factor u i t w i l l always be n e g l i g i b l e for our
purposes (note that 6=p /\i =1.5193x10"^), compared to the other terms
in ( 3 . 1 4 ) . Another interaction between magnetic dipoles i s the so-
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called Fermi-contact term V„„, arising from the singularity of the
dipole potential at the position of the dipole (GRI82). It appears in
the Harailtonian as

I-i -2 H
J=A,B
The Otrac delta functions ensure that these terras act only when some
electron and proton or two electrons coincide. The proton-proton terra
has been neglected again because of the small factor n^ it contains.
Finally, we have twelve spin-orbit coupling terms, arising from
the interaction of a particle's spin with the magnetic field from
other charges moving around it. They are linear expressions In the
inner products a..L .., where L,. is the angular momentum of particle j
with respect to particle i. The exact form Is not Important to us, for
reasons to be explained later.
The foregoing Hamiltonian is not complete. Terras omitted are, for
instance, the Darwin terra and the second-order spin-orbit term
(MES61), which are believed to be of minor importance.

3.3 The coupled-channels approach

3.3.1 A basis set of eigenfunctions

The coupled channels method for solving the time-independent
Schrödinger equation (3.2) is based on an expansion of the wave
function V*" in a basis set of functions of all variables except r. We
will now introduce a suitable set for this purpose.
Firstly, as basLs functions spanning spin space we introduce
r (C_)=|SM IM >, the (anti)symraetrized orthonormal e Lgenfunctions of
V

+VTI1 in (3-16), with eigenvalues

E

SB,s+EIB,s = 2 « e B V 2 l l p B M I -

(3>22)

Secondly, with respect to the electronic coordinates 1* is expanded in
+
+
+
a set i|> (r, _,r_ ;r) of electronic wave functions in the Bornn

Li*

£.\J

Oppenheimer (adiabatic) approximation (i.e. the motion of the nuclei
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i s neglected, MES61):

Note that the i|) functions depend paramot r ic.al ly mi r. If they art;
expressed in electronic, hody-f ixed n m r O inates they depend
parametrically on r-'r' only.
The

'.}) ( r . , , r 9 r , ; r ) [ u n c t i o n s

b y Ko-los a n d U o l n i e w i c :
a distance

r. T h e y

with a'trial
containing

Tour

have been

generator
being

function

'ion-linear

o f both

eL>'."trons

corresponds

states.

through

a l l functions

siraaltineous

inversion

states,

2.

b e termed

Eermions

couples

M =0,±l)

spin

E

difference

= even)
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i \ i s ,vi th
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into

with

to antisymmetric

respect
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of hydrogen
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b y p o i n t in;; t o t h e huv.e

these

t w oa n d m o r e

highly

excited

energy

stites

(~50000 K), compared to the s t r e n g t h of p o s s i b l e cnup 1 i n>\ terms and
the temperatures used in experiments ( - 0 . 2 K). These

!" and
o

states ace the ones termed

"singlet" and "triplet",
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introduced

Ï'
I 1

in

section 1.1.1. Their energies as a function of r are displayed in Fig.
1.1. See the previous chapter for a further discussion of the features
of both potentials.
The final tool we need to expand f Is a complete set describing
the angular dependence In r._ space. For this set we take spherical
harmonics Y. (r), which are elgenfunctions of the operator L 2 ,
appearing in the angular part of A .

3,3.2 Derivation of the coupled-channels equations

Carrying out the actual expansion of f we obtain

'F(r,? lc ,? 2c ,C) = I

Xrans

V i - F . (r)Umns>.
„ " r Jtrans

(3.24)

The radial functions F_
are reminiscent of the £,,„, , „ (r„,k )
ümns
&l'm',Xra B a
functions from (3.5), the states i|> r acting here as the internal
states i|i_. The F functions are solutions of the coupled channels
p

(close-coupling, CC) equations, which are obtained by substituting
(3.24) in the Schriidinger equation (3.2), and subsequently taking the
Inner product with Umns>, yielding

,,(r).V(- F., . . , |A'm'>J 6 , +

Vm'
n's'

"

s

(3.25)

ss

2

To derive this equation we used the eigenvalue equations for Y
Jufl

, t
|
»

and r s , and the orthonormality properties of these eigenfunctions,
These CC equations are essentially a set of coupled linear second

n

order differential equations in r . The coupling between two channels
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c={£mns} and c'^Jjl'ra'n's1} Is caused by the terms in the second and
third line of (3.25). The matrix elements, indicated in abbreviated
notation, will be defined and further simplified in the following.
First we have

5 .(r) '.This non-adiabatLc term, resulting from A acting on the parametric
dependence of i|» on r, is apparently zero, because of the
(anti)symmetry of I|J and the fact that E states are real.
There is, however, another non-adiabattc term N which does not
disappear', being defined by

\ n ,(r) «- < V A r l V > " «„„<?>«„. " \ n < r > 5 nn-

(3>27

>

In the last step we used the fact that the electronic wave functions
ty , If expressed as functions of body-fixed coordinates, depend
parametrically on r=|r| only. The related term X is given by

for which the same arguments hold.
3o i t is clear that the terras treated in (3.26) - (3.28) do not
couple channels after a l l . Only a diagonal term

Vr>

:=N

n n ( r ) + 7 X nn< r >

<3'29>

remains. The coupling Is exclusively caused by the spin-interaction
matrix element
: - <tans|Vs|Jt'iB1nls1>.

With these simplifications the CC equations come down to

E

SB,s + E !B,s
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(3.30)

n's'
The solution of these coupled equations will be the subject of
subsection 3.3.5.

3.3.3 Diagonal and coupling terms

We now turn to the evaluation of the matrix elements, appearing in
the GC equations (3.31). This evaluation is highly elaborate and
Impracticable when using the exact Ko-èos and Wolniewicz functions
(KQL65), although in principle feasible, as shown in an Internal
report of our group (l,AH82). However, two b atoms approaching one
another will interact via the triplet potential, having a classical
turning point of about 6.9 a„, so that the atoms will probably be kept
several atomic units apart. Therefore it seems perfectly reasonable to
replace the *5T*" and dZi' states by the approximate Heltler-London
functions |+>/c+ and |->/c_, respectively, being defined as the
normalized (antl)symmetrized products of unperturbed Is atomic ground
states (PAU35)

with A=(l+r+rz/3)exp(-r) (overlap integral). Here and In the following
all distances are given in atomic units a. (a.=0.52917706 A is the
Bohr radius), so that they become dimensionless.
With Heitler-London functions an analytic expression for the D (r)
potential can be found by a straightforward, albeit lengthy
derivation. It is based on the fact, that the differentiations In the
A

operator In the non-adlabattc term can be transformed Into

differentiations with respect to electron coordinates according to
o
dx

o
ox,,

3
°x„ _

i 3
3x„ _

Here ^/Sx^ stands for 3/3x. , provided r-, and r_
In that way the D

n

term reduces to
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are kept constant.

D ± (r) = ^ [<±|AC!±>

(3-34)

2 2

9(l±A
Note that this potential does not tend to zeco as r goes to infinity.
This must not surprise us, because the operator A.„+A„

represents the

kinetic energy of the protons, compensating for the electronic motion,
which is still present at large distances due to our choice of
relative coordinates. The energy amounts to no less than 172 K,
comparing to thermal energies of about 0.2 K, yet can be neglected
with respect to the electron kinetic energies (-^•4/2m )(A
e

+A
L\J

) , or

£\*

be compensated for in (3.31) by a suitable shift in the energy scale.
Better still, the Koios and Wolniewicz (or Heitler-London) functions
should be recalculated with the reduced electron-proton mass Instead
of m . We did not do this, since no significant changes were
expected. Ks for the exp(-2r) remainder in (3.34), it turned out to be
negligible compared to the potentials E (r).
For the singlet and triplet potentials E (r) in (3.31) we took
n
interpolated Koios and Wolniewicz potential values (KOL.65),
supplemented by a large distance analytic formula (SIL80a).
Having obtained the diagonal potentials, we have to face the
evaluation of the coupling matrix C In (3.31), which will be dealt
with here very briefly (see also AHN82a). Concerning the spin-orbit
interactions V

and orbital Zeeman Interaction V
LA

, all terras depend
LD

linearly on matrix elements <I(I |L.. . |ip ,>, see section 3.2. The £
states being rotationally symmetric about the Internuclear axis the
aforementioned matrix elements, considered as vectors, can only point
along the Internuclear axis. Also this remaining component vanishes,
however, because L is an axial vector while the reflectionally
symmetric 2T*" states do not show a preference for a sense of rotation
about the internuclear axis. So V.

and V, „ are effectively zero, if

we restrict ourselves to £*" states.
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The four electron-proton spin interactions in both V„„ and V
contribute equally, because of the antisymmetry of the total bra and
ket functions under exchange of 1-2 or A-B. The spatial part of the
Fermi-contact term in (3.20) is then found to be

(3.35)

in obvious notation. The spin part Is quite elementary, while the rdependent
part reduces to Ö.„,<5 ,. Furthermore, it Is easily shown
r
** mm
that the electron-electron Fermi-contact term does not couple any
channels, and operates only in the singlet channel, due to the spatial
antisymmetry of the triplet state. Its magnitude decreases
exponentially with r and is completely negligible compared to the
singlet potential.
tn order to evaluate the dipole-dipole matctx elements, we first
write the Interactions in (3.18) and (3.19) in the form of an inner
product of two spherical tensors of rank 2 (TIN64):

(3

The operators £.

-36)

are the components of a spherical spin tensor, which

are easily expressible in the Pauli spin vectors a. and a. (TIN64,
AHN82a). Inner products being scalars, it is not of importance
relative to which xyz-frame the components of the spherical tensors
are expressed.

To express more easily the spin matrix elements,

however, we adopt a laboratory xyz-frame with the z-axis parallel to
the external magnetic field B. To calculate the matrix elements of the
spherical harmonics we subsequently rotate them from this laboratory
frame to a molecular frame with the z-axis pointing from A to B, using
Wigner D-functions (BRI62):

Due to axial symmetry of the E states only the \'2Q (r

) term

contributes to the electronic matrix elements. For this case the Dfunction is proportional to a spherical harmonic Y_ (9,<|>). This
enables us to work out the <£m|..|£'m'> bracket in Eq. (3.30), using
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the integral (BRI62)
it

2n

0

0

Z 2

m (
3 3

J' (3-38)
where the six indices between braces form the so-called symmetrized
vector coupling coefficients or Wigner 3-j symbols. These are
tabulated in various teKtbooks (ROT59).
For the matriK elements of the typical interaction in (3.36) we
then find

(0

0

Q

3cos28..-l
3
!

(3-39)

where 8.. represents the angle of r.. relative to the molecular axis.
All the factors in this equation are quite easily calculated except
B..

,=<i|i |..|i|> ,>. For the electron-proton interaction a long

I I

Fig. 3.2 Electron-proton (ep) and electron-electron (ee) magnetic
dipole spatial matrix elements, calculated with Heitler-London
symmetrical (+) or antisymmetrlcal (-) wave functions, with the
(asymptotic, as) Shizgal approxiraatton and without.
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derivation shows that tt can be expressed in analytic functions and
the exponential integral E.(r) (ABR65). An even more cumbersome
derivation for the electron-electron term leads to an expression in
B. (f?) and <j> ,(a,a') two-center integrals also appearing in the
variational calculation of ij) functions (OVE81, RUD51, K0T38),
n
mentioned in section 3.2. However, it often suffices to substitute for
B. . , its asymptotic value for large r, amounting to the neglect of
the finite extent of the electronic wave functions, the so-called
Shlzgal approximation (SHI73). These asymptotes are easily found to be
l/r3 and 2/r3 for the respective diagonal elements of e-p and e-e
matrices, ~l/vi for the e-p cross terms, and 0 for the e-e cross
terms. Some of the matrix elements and asymptotes are shown in Fig.
3.2.

3.3.4 Selection rules

In this section we consider more closely coupling terras in (3.39)
to find some selection rules, which may facilitate the CC calculation.
Combining the rule M +M =M'+M!+ji from the spin part with -ra-n+-m'=0
from the 3-j symbol in (3.39), we arrive at M,+M+m=H'+Ml+m'=m
: the
S I
S L
tot
total magnetic quantum number along the B field is conserved. The CC
calculations with different ra can be performed separately, giving a

-1

Fig. 3.3 Radial functions F c (r) for 1=0 and 2 in the bb channel, as
functions of r, for E=0.2 K.
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block-diagonal S-matrix, and reducing computation time considerably.
Also, the 3-j symbol (n n n ) equals zero unless i and V are both odd
or even, and | l-V \<2«l+V

\ (triangle rule), totally decoupling even

and odd I values. Moreover, since £=0 «• V=0

is not allowed the

colliding particles always feel a centrifugal barrier keeping
particles further apart and corroborating the Heitler-London
approximation and various other approximations to be discussed later.
This is visualised in Fig. 3.3, where the radial functions F (r) for
i=0 and 2 In the bh channel ire plotted as functions of r for a
relative kinetic energy of 0.2 K.
\ final selection rule follows from the antisymmetry of the basis
functions under proton exchange P,_s

= (-)

Umns> = -|amns>,

(3.40)

where we have used the invariance of ST1" states under simultaneous
rotations Rff over it of r. , r„„ and r about an axis perpendicular to
the molecular axis. In addition we have written R

as a product of a
TT

reflection and a parity operation, and we have used the relation
between electronic parity and S. This gives the Important result W-S+I
- even, reducing the number of channels.

3.3.5 Integration of the CC equations

The CC equations (3.31) can essentially be written as
dF

I-T'
dr

£ Vcc.(r)Fc,(r),

(3.41)

c'=l

the number of channels being restricted to a finite number N for
practical reasons. Qualitatively the behaviour of F (r) can be
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understood if one realizes that in all N channels c the diagonal
matrix elements of V are far greater than the non-diagonal coupling
terras, formed by the weak spin-spin interactions. Neglecting these for
a moment we find our equations to be decoupled. In each channel
appears a potential curve V c c ( r ) going to +<*> for r-K), like

H(m)/r2

or l/r. After reaching a minimum the potential tends to a constant for
r+w. A negative constant corresponds to an open channel, and a
solution with a sine-like behaviour for large r. On the other hand a
positive constant corresponds to a closed channel, and an exponential
solution. At the origin there are two possible solutions In each
i+l
channel: the regular solution approaches zero like r
, and the
other, Irregular one, goes to Infinity, and Is therefore ruled out as
physically unacceptable.
Also in the fully coupled case only N of the, In principle, 2N
solutions are acceptable. Integrating (3.41) numerically, one starts
at some point r

close to the origin (0-5a_) with these N independent

vector solutions F .(r)> taking F .{r )=0 and F .(r +h)=5. (h is the
cj
cj s
cj s
jc
integration step), the j-th solution being turned on in its main
channel c=j. Integrating the CC equations step by step using a fourth
order modified Numerov method (RAY.72), from small to large r ("left to
right"), seems a numerically stable process. In fact, in the
classically forbidden region near the origin (V

» E ) , small rounding

and other numerical errors mean mixing in some of the irregular
(wrong) solutions, and due to their behaviour the effect of the errors
will be damped out quickly. In the oscillatory region errors will at
worst be passed to large r with the same amplitude. This, however,
would only describe the situation if the equations were uncoupled. Due
to the coupling a different type of instability comes into play
(THI81) In radial regions where part of the channels are classically
strongly forbidden. Of all basis solutions the components In such
channels grow explosively. This creates a tendency to numerical linear
dependence of the vector solutions and figure loss. We make use of a
well-known recipe (RAY72) to circumvent this problem: choosing new
linear combinations of the solution vector at some suitably chosen
radii. This is always possible because of the linearity of (3.41).
At some radius r

in the asymptotic region, the matching radius,

the N independent so-called "mathematical" solutions are linearly
combined to satisfy the boundary condition at infinity: exponential
decay in the closed channels and in the open channels a linear
combination of sine and cosine functions, or incoming and outgoing
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partial waves like

t

}

{ ) } . (3.42)

In this expression k ={-V (.•»)]"* is the asymptotic wave number in
channel c, and 5. the I value in that channel. The matrix S
can be
C
CC g
calculated from the open channel solutions for two different radii.
The functions S
can be identified with the coefficients £ In (3.5),
CCy
and in thLs way we sea the S-matrix emerge.
The derivation of the S-matrix in the present subsection has been
incomplete with respect to an important aspect. The discussion was
based on the assumption that the coupled equations are decoupled in
the asymptotic region. The Ferml-contact coupling term, however,
persists Into the asymptotic radial region, as can be seen from
(3.35). due to our choice of pure spin states. It would have been
possible to avoid this by selecting the 16 (anti)syminetrized products
of the four atomic Is hyperfine states Instead. This would, however,
require an orthogonal transformation for each step in the radial
integration process to transform the singlet and triplet potentials.
Instead, we carry out an orthogonal transformation to the asymptotic
channels at the matching radius r .
m
\ final complication to be delt with Is the slow l/r 3 decay of the
magnatic-dipole coupling terms. This behaviour would require the
integration of the coupled-channels equations to be carried on all the
way up to a matching radius r

of order 1000aQ or even larger.

Although in principle possible, and sometimes the most straightforward
thing to do, this is very time-consuming. It is unnecessary, too,
because the strong central interactions decrease rapidly like l/rfa and
become negligible beyond a radius of about 20a Q . This enables us to
apply a first order treatment to the long but weak tail of the
remaining dipolar interactions, starting at some radius r

(coupling

radius) in the range l5-40a , complementing the exact CC treatment

0
within r . This was achieved in the following way.
c
At r the orthogonal transformation to asymptotically decoupled
channels was performed, and the contents of the closed channels were
neglected. The coupling matrix in (3.41) is written as
V ,=V_ ,+V^ , , where V is a zero-order diagonal matrix and V.
contains the coupling terms. Furthermore, let I (r) and 0 (r)
c
c
represent incoming and outgoing waves, solutions of F"=V„ F , and
c Ucc c
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normalized at infinity as the exponentials in (3.42). In the simple
case that V

contains only the centrifugal potential I and 0 are

essentially spherical Hankel functions (ABR65). The exact solutions
F .(f) of (3.41) can always be expressed in the functions I and 0,
provided that tor finite r the coefficients depend on r:
F .(r) = I (r)A ,(0+0 (r)B .(r) = (I ,6 , -0 ,S , )A ,,
cj
c
cj
c
cj
c' c'c c' c'c cj

(3.43)

where the dummy index c' has to be summed over. The A . and B' .
cj
cj
matrices are fixed only after a second restriction
F' .(r) = I'A . + O'B .,
cj
c cj
c cj'

(3.44)

primes standing for differentiation with respect to r. In this way a
local S

(r) matrix is defined. With some manipulations a

differential equation can be derived for It:
S'
= ^rrr (I , 5 i-S ,0 ,)V., , „(I
„6 .. -0 „S .. ).
ccQ
21k' ^ c' cc' cc' c " lc'c v c c c Q c c c '

v

(3.45)

From (3.45) the S-matrix at infinity follows as
00

S
(oo)= s v(r )_ - I — . ƒ(i
s
-s
o ,)Vn , „(I „5 .. -0 ,.S .. )dr
cc *• '
cc c' 2lk' 'v c' cc' cc' c' lc'c
c c c
c c c'
(3.46)
The solution S

of this Implicit Integral equation Is then
CC
U
approximated to first order by substituting S
(r ) for S
(r) in
CCy

C

CCQ

the Integral.
Note that the formalism described here offers the possibility to
make a gradual transition from CC to a true first order treatment, and
vice versa, simply by varying r . In the extreme case of r =0 we have
S
CCy

(0)=S

. Then from (3.46) an integral emerges, which is connected

CC()

to either the DWBA or PWBA T-matrix elements to be introduced in the
next section, depending on the V R matrix used.
At low energies only four asymptotic spin channels are open. Writing
them out in pure spin states one may notice that the three symmetric
states aa, bb and (ab+ba)//2 couple amongst themselves when % Is even.
Odd % calculations can therefore be skipped altogether, because their
only open antisymmetric spin state (ab-ba)//2 cannot give rise to a
change of the a and b densities.
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From the S-matrix, derived in (3.42) and (3.46), we can finally
deduce the cross section. Concerning identical-particle aspects, it is
important to note that this S-matrix actually should be denoted by
AS
S
, since it is defined for totally antisymmetrized basis functions
AS
with the correct normalization. The S -matrix, being proportional to
AS
T
for a true transition b-a according to (3.7), can then be
substituted into the third member of Eq, (3.11), yielding the cross
section

m'm
To derive (3.47) we made use of the partial wave expansion for S' ,
and substituted the value two Eor both n

and n . The total cross
P
A
section follows by integrating over all scattering angies k. , and
e

finally the Effective cross section is defined as an average over ail
initial wave vector directions, in accordance with Eq. (2.14),
amounting to

3. D >L <6

m'm

3.4 Various simplifications and their validity

3.4.1 Introduction of five assumptions

Following a pioneering paper by Statt and Berlinsky (STA8O) we
will introduce some reasonable approximations, which make the
theoretical model simpler and greatly reduce computation time. But,
having developed the powerful apparatus of the almost exact CC
calculations, we are in a position to investigate the reliability of
each of the approximations, which we will perform in subsection 3.4.4.
The approximations under discussion are:

(I) The transition amplitudes are calculated to first order in the
total interatomic interaction (PWBA: plane-wave Born
approximation), or to first order in the non-central spin-
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dependent interactions (DWBA: distorted-wave Born approximation),
We shall return to this point shortly.
(2) Electron or proton exchange between colliding atoms is neglected.
(3) The Shizgal approximation (SHI73), which we encountered already in
section 3.4, implying that all magnetic-dipole moments
participating In the Interatomic interaction are assumed to
coincide with the proton location of their respective atoms.
(4) The coupling matrix elements are only taken Vnto account up to
order e l 6 u and e u 6 1 , where e is the small amplitude of the spinup admixture In the |a> state, and 6=y /y . Within the framework
of the DWBA (assumption (1)) this Implies also that the coupling
Is restricted to the triplet channels, I.e., singlet parts of the
wave function are left out of consideration.

Sometimes we will also make use of a fifth assumption:

(5) The high-temperature limit (HTL), which means neglecting the
energy difference E v~55 mK between the b and a state, relative to
thermal energies (=0.1-0.4 K ) .

Assumptions (2) and (3) may be justified by the fact that the
colliding atoms keep a reasonable distance (>10a„), due to the
shielding effect of the centrifugal barrier, mentioned in section 3.3.
The same argument leads us to leave out of consideration the influence
of the singlet potential. Assumption (4) pertaining to the wave
function and assumption (5) need no further explanation, although
their validity is questionable; (4) because of the neglect of the
singlet component of the wave function, which could possibly allow the
colliding atoms to come very close, and (5) because 55 mK seems not so
small compared to 100 mK, after all.

3.4.2 The plane-wave and distorted-wave Born approximation

We now turn to assumption (I). A suitable framework in which PWBA
and DWBA can be treated is the so-called Gell-Mann, Goldberger
transformation (AUS70) for the transition amplitude:
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+

Lo ' F . Subtracting the inner
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(V' ".'ir 1 ") and (T^.H't""), we

find

= lim } ƒ djv (V " r'^-^TI"" ).

(3.51)

Although T is a self-adjoint operator, the two terras in the right-hand
side of (3.51) do not cancel, since we are dealing with improper
etgenstates T, not tending to zero at infinity. Also for this reason
one has to subtract first two integrals over a finite hypersphere, in
order to allow the non-intearable parts to cancel, and next take the

limit R+«°, The length x of the vector x can be shown to be independent
of the fragmentation (MES61). For the inner product containing V-V'
no such care is taken, because all potentials are assumed to go
rapidly to zero at infinity.
The T-operator can be considered a Laplacian on the space of a
suitable set of all relative spatial veccors, provided all coordinates
are scaled with the square voot of their corresponding reduced mass.
Applying Green's theorem to (3.51) the volume integral can be
transformed to a surface integral. For large R the surface
contributions vanish everywhere, except in those small areas, where
the internal distances inside fragments, corresponding to an open
fragmentation channel N, are small. This Is due to the exponentially
decreasing nature of the ij) . In channel N only r goes to Infinity.
The integrations over these small parts of the hypersphere surface can
be extended again to infinity along hypercyllnders, in which r„ is
kept constant, instead of x on the hypersphere. Tn this way (3.51) can
be written as

(<F'-,(V-V-V) = I 11» ^ </dV&*'~* f £ - *+ !f"*)>,
N r •>«

N

N

(3.52)

N

the brackets <..> indicating Integration over Internal coordinates in
channel N and summation over spin variables. The right hand side of
(3.52) can be easily worked out using (3.50). It turns out that only
cross terras between a plane wave and in/out going spherical waves
contribute. The result Is

[r~ (v-v+n+l =2 ^ f~\-k k') - —-- f+ fk- k )
A,

Choosing V=V+ (3.53) yields %

n

B

(-^.fy/v^l^,^/^,

and

finally we arlve at (3.49), with the use of (3.8).
In terms of (3.49) it Is easy to formulate the plane-wave Born
approximation (PWBA). Setting V'=0 implies that T'=0 and that the
solution 1"

is just the plane wave part of (3.50b). The PWBA then

consists of approximating in (3.49) the unknown solution H* of the
full Schrödinger equation by its plane wave part in (3.50a), thus
giving

It Is felt that this approximation Is valid If the potential V can be
considered as a weak perturbation, or at low energies and high angular
momenta, where the distance of nearest approach Is so large, that the
atoms Interact only weakly. The convergence of the cadlal Integrals Is
fortunately guaranteed, In spjLte of the l/r3 dependence of the dipolar
interactions, because of the always present centrifugal harrier and
the resulting behaviour of. the radial wave function.
Now the PUBA, applied previously to the relaxation problem by
Siggla and Ruckenstein (SIG8O), does not In all cases appear to be a
reliable approximation, as the triplet Interaction is by no meaas a
weak potential. This objection is met by the distorted-wave Born
approximation (DUBA), where V', called the distorting potential, is
set equal to the triplet potential V ( r ) . In that case V' does not
couple any channels, simplifying T' considerably, while ¥'~ reduces to
a product va(r„>kü)'l'a(xD,S), where x o Is called a distorted wave. The
p o D p —ö —
p
approximation is then to replace the full function H* in (3.49) by a
similar product x (r»>'t )$ ( s «iC). leading to

The Interaction W is the remainder of V after removal of V', and it is
supposed to couple weakly. It contains the magnetic dlpole
interactions, the weakness of which suggests this approach.

3.4.3 Evaluation of the T-matrix and the effective cross section

Applying (3.55) to our problem we Introduce at this point the
other approximations. Assumption (4) states the restriction to triplet
channels, which in combination with the Shizgal approximation (3)
reduces the internal states i|i (x.,j;) to mere spin states ty (_£). For
these we take of course the open-channel two-particle hyperfine states
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bb, ab, ba and aa. Considering only non-trivial transitions the first
terra in (3.55) disappears and the transition amplitude reads

This Is the identical-particle T-raatrix T 1 , Introduced in (3.10),
where P.- (pAn) represents a permutation operator of electrons 1 and 2
(protons A and B ) . Note that IA+2B is not the same as 2B+1A, once the
direction of the wave vector is specified.
Evaluating expression (3.56) we first replace the proper
antlsymraetrlzsation operator in (3.56) by 1+P ,P

, on account of

assumption (2): ignoring the exchange. Then we arbitrarily select a
particle composition for the bra as well as the ket state
preferably equal. The effective cross section then follows from (3.11)
and the first two members of (3.48). The integration over all
directions of the final wave vector k, always covers a full 4TT solid
angle, by definition (see Chapter 2, Eq. (2.14)).
The coupling potential W contains in principle contributions from
the remaining central interatomic Interaction P.V (r)+(P -1)V.(r),
where P_ (P..) is a projection operator upon singlet (triplet) spin
states, while V

(V ) is the singlet (triplet) potential, equal to the

adlabatic electronic eigenvalue E.(r) (E.(r)) of section 3.3. However,
they are of order e^ and higher and can be neglected. Fermi-contact
cross terms cannot contribute to relevant transitions at all In the
nWBA approach, because Its spatial part 6(r. .) in Eq. (3.20) does not
allow M +M

to change. This leaves us again with only the magnetic

dipole interactions, like in the coupled-channels case.
Obviously the electron-electron dipolar Interaction can only flip
electron spins, no proton spins, so an order e term has to be
involved. On the other hand, the use of the electron-proton dipolar
interaction itself introduces a factor 6, implying that the coupling
terras are at least of order e u 5 1 or zl5°. According to assumption (4),
all higher order terms will be neglected. This rules out the
transitions bb-aa altogether. The remaining transitions bb-ab, bb-ba,
ba«ab and aa-ba all correspond to one single spin flip, so that we
have the selection rule A(M +M )=±1. Furthermore, the Shlzgal
+

+

+

+

approximation means identifying r, , r. , r._ and r in the evaluation
of T . .
s's
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The distorted waves may be expanded in spherical harmonics,
giving

±/+ jj ) = 4IT y j£e~ "UF
s
^
sr

where n

^ k ,r)Y* (It )Y (r),

(3-57)

is the phase shift, due to the distorting triplet potential,

in the asymptotic form of the radial solutions

F

(k ,r) - sin(k HH«+n,).

(3.58)

The evaluation of (3.56), using some results of the previous section,
is straightforward and will not be pursued here any further. The final
result turns out to be

Vl m'm
even

£ J ) 2 / 6 J? U e y p d+ e /«).

(3-59)

the plus sign referring to a process where one b atom transforms into
an a atom, and a minus sign meaning the reverse. The radial integrals
are defined by

r

M = / F «' (k S ' ir) r F !(^. r ) d r - (3-6°)
*

0

*

S

In the high-temperature limit, where we have k =k ,-k, they reduce to
(=r0!1i)- T n e effective cross sections (see the first two members

r
At

Xt

*t*t

of Eq. (3.48)) for all relevant processes turn out to be

even

(3.61)
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p
l

x

T, s's-,2 t ( W ) ( 2 W ) ,
H ' u J (24+3) (2*-l)

s's -,2,,- s's -.2, 3 g(fr-l) ,
" r A , * - 2 J +l'r£-2,Jl-) ' 2 (2*-l) J "

u

even
In PWBA + HTL the radial Integrals are standard Integrals over
spherical Bessel functions (see GRA80) and can be written as

-w>.

(3.62)

These results may be substituted into (3.61) and summed over all even
H,, giving the simple result k4/36 for the total of both sums, and the
cross sections all become

°eff

=

15" ^Tifir^'J >-1+öJ

6.508x10

m [\+

g—J ,

(3.63)

independent of k, s and s'. The PWBA radial Integrals without HTl, can
be expressed in a hypergeoraetrlcal series (PLU83, MAG66). In practical
DWBA calculations the actual computation of r ,

is restricted to,

say, r u 2 > r2(J and r2;,, while for higher I values the PWBA results are
used. Actually, this also applies to the CC calculation.

3.4.4 Rigorous check of the five assumptions

We now come to testing the five assumptions Introduced in
subsection 3.4.1, with the aid of the powerful coupled channels
formalism, and a computer program based on it. For a reason to be
mentioned shortly we first study assumptions (I) - (4) separately
within the framework of ( 5 ) , the high-temperature limit (HTL).
Subsequently, the reliability of the latter is discussed.
The implementation of the HTt, in the coupled-channels approach was
a little complicated. Since we are working with pure S=0 and S=l spin
states there, the asymptotic Internal energies of the bb, ab and aa
states are not put in explicitly, but result automatically from the
coupling matrix at large distances. As a consequence, they are nondegenerate due to the inclusion of the full Fermi-contact term and the
spin-Zeeraan terms. We solved this problem by adding in the Interior
region a constant diagonal matrix to the coupling matrix making the
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asymptotic open-channel wave numbers equal. In the interior region
this additional contribution Is transformed orthogonally to the
|SM_IM T > representation.
The reliability of the distorted-wave Born approximation was
tested by varying the strength of the non-central spin interactions.
In the first order DWBA the off-diagonal elements of the S-raatrix
should be linear In the strength parameter, as can be seen from
(3.56). We found that for a-b transitions this was indeed the case,
but for corrections at the promille level.
The same conclusion applies to the exchange effects and to the
Shizgal approximation. The former may be split up into two separate
effects: exchange originating from the diagonal terms in (3.31), and
from the coupling terms In the same equation. In both cases it is
caused by a difference between singlet and triplet state matrix
elements, e.g.

r
<e

lA e r 2B| V | e 2A er lB > = ,+ |V|+> _ c-lvl-;».

(3.64)

The diagonal contribution to the exchange was simply tested by
replacing the singlet potential by the triplet potential. The effect
on 5-matrix elements for bb~ab and aa**ab turned out to be utterly
small. Changes of the orde: of 10% could be noticed in the aa-bb
transitions, the aa state possessing a singlet component. But then
again the matrix elements themselves were negligible, as has been
deduced in the previous section. The nondiagonal contribution is large
for small r, but the difference in (3.64) rapidly decreases as r
Increases, see Fig. 3.2. Clearly it disappears automatically with the
introduction of the Shizgal approximation, so we carried out a
combined test. The corrections appeared to be on the 1 0 " a level.
uet us now consider the restriction to order e ^ 0 and e u 6 i . Within
the framework of the distorted-wave approximation and the HTL, higher
orders would show up in deviations of the field dependence of the
amplitudes from the factor (l+e/6) 2 , see Eq. (3.61). We carried out
and compared calculations for B=IO and 15 tesla, and found the
amplitudes to be proportional to the aforementioned factor, again but
for corrections on the promille level. On the other Viand it proved to
be easy to include In the DWBA. treatment the proper e and 6 higher
order terras both in the spin states of the T-matrlx (3.56), obviously
with a relative effect no larger than e or 6 themselves, and in the
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singlet and triplet potentials determining the distorted waves x( r )An actual calculation including these higher-order terms confirmed our
conclusions once more.
Deviations from the HTL are of much more importance. Without the
HTL the effective cross sections bb-ab and aa-ab are no longer all
equal. Since the nuclear polarization in the stabilization experiment
reaches almost 100%, however, we are only interested In the relaxation
constant G,,

. here. Translatlonal energies at the temperature

Db+ao

considered are to be referred to the bb Internal energy level. As a
consequence, relaxation rates are considerably higher without HTL at
the lower temperatures, due to the facilitated penetration of the
centrifugal barrier in the ab channel. This results in an increase of
radial Integrals, amply overcorapensatlng a decrease coming
the

,

from the 1/k , factor in Eq. (3.61). This effect is shown in Fig. 3.4,
where the partial contributions to the effective cross section, o„9(E)
and a

fl(E),

are shown as functions of Incident energy, with and

without HTL, for B=8T. While at a collision energy corresponding to

Fig. 3.4 Partial contributions aU2(E) and a

^
U2
U2
energy, with and without HTL, for the bb+ab transition at B=8T.
0.2 K the total effective cross section rises from 4.57xlO~29 m 2 to
5.75xlO~29 m 2 , the increase at 0.05 K is from 4.59xl0"za m 2 to
10.88xl0~29 m 2 . Instead of tending to a constant, the low-energy bb+ab
effective cross section goes to infinity as l/vfe (see section 5.1),
entirely due to the o

contribution.
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The large deviations are no cause for worries, as It is not
difficult to drop the HTL within the framework of the DWBA approach,
according to Eq. (3,61). In fact, the curves in Fig- 3.4 have been
calculated with a DWBA program.

3.5 Results

Tha results- of our calculations for the effective cross sections
o cc uu v and a c c . . . are shown in Fig. 3.5. It Is easy to show,
efr,bb+ab
eff,ab+bb
that a cc
,
equals the former and o ..
, equals the latter,
eff,ab+aa ^
eff,aa+ab *
due to the fact that for each relaxation collision many thermal
collisions occur, erasing the effect of the b-a energy difference on
the thermal distributions. These cross sections have been calculated
with a DWBA approach not using the HTL, for a magnetic field of 8 T.
For comparison also the HTL and the PWB^. results are shown. After all,
the PWBA outcomes are not so far off (~l.5%) as we might have
expected. This Is caused by the extremely long range of the dipolar
Interactions, In the OWBA the radial 1=0 functions are shifted
compared to the PWBA Bessel functions by the triplet potential. Thus
the contributions to the radial integrals turn out to be alternately
higher for the PWBA and DWBA, as a function of r. Therefore, the
large-r contributions being only moderately suppressed by the 1/r3
potential, a great deal of compensation takes place. On the other
hand, sraall-r contributions are strongly reduced by the r 3 behaviour
oE the 4=2 radial wave function (see Fig. 3.3).
Now we come to comparing our theoretical results to the ones Statt
and BerlUsky (STA80) obtained. Taking into consideration that the
spherical components of their spin vectors S(l), S ( 2 ) , I(A), and I(B)
correspond with half the spherical components of our a,, a,, a. and
a„, introduced in (3.13), and that they work in cgs units, their and
our formulas largely coincide. A factor of 2 in their effective cross
section is compensated by a factor of \ in their expression for the
relaxation rate T. . This may be a matter of definition. Their
numerical calculations amount to the following expression for T. :

T3/2) n^l* Ü ^ l j V . 1 . (3.65)
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DWBA

Fig. 3.5 Effective cross sections, a e f f b b + a b (=°ef f . a b W a n d
ff
eff ab+bb (=aeff aa+ab^ a s functions of energy. Also shown Is the HTL
approximation (all o"eff equal). Each function has been calculated in
DWBA (drawn curves) and in PWBA (dashed curves). The magnetic field B
equals 8 T.
HTT
We may derive a similar expression, if we approximate a ,_ (see Fig.
3.5) by a straight line on the interval 0.1 - 0.8 K. (AHN82a), and
integrate over the thermal distribution with (2.15), which for the
volume case (d=3) reads
(3

Then with T. =2n„G
,-27
(1.310X10

'66)

(section 2.1) we get
- 0.68X10"29

T3/2)

(3.67)

The main terms of (3.65) and (3.67) agree perfectly, whereas the
terms differ by a factor of about 2. Fortunately, the latter terms are
dominated by the former. The discrepancy may arise from a different
definition of the straight line approximation for c
The theoretical expressions of Slggia and Ruckenstein (SIG80) for
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o

ff

and T, , as well as their numerical results are all a factor of 2

greater than ours. This discrepancy Is probably caused by an incorrect
treatment of identical-particle aspects. This justifies the careful
treatment of these aspects In thts chapter and the previous one. The
discrepancy was finally resolved by Ahn et al (AHN83), in favour of
our results (see also Chapter 2 ) .
For a comparison with experiment a more sophisticated way is used
to find the volume relaxation rate constant G
T. In view of the strong increase of a

as a function of

at low energies without the

HTL (see Fig. 3.5), it Is preferable to drop the linearization
procedure. The integration over the Maxwell-Boltzraann distribution at
a certain temperature Ls therefore carried out numerically. In order
to save computing time a cross section Is calculated only at a limited
number of energies, say one hundred, and between these points a .. Is
Interpolated with a quadratic polynomial. Now according to section 2.1
the experimental G

can be distinguished from the surface constant G

by the entirely different temperature dependence of the latter,
containing an exponential Boltzraann factor exp(2E_/kT), E c being the
binding energy of the surface state. Going from high to low
temperatures one can notice an abrupt take-over of surface relaxation,
increasing exponentially. \ recent paper (HES84) on this subject will

6-

exact

Fig. 3.6 Comparison with the txperlmental data of Sprlk et al (SPR82)
for a 'He-coated cell. Theoretical curves include results with and
without HTL. The dotted curve Is the Amsterdam best fit based on the
/T HTL behaviour. The magnetic field B equals 8 T.
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be commented upon in Chapter 6. The experimental G

values can even

better be determined from measurements using a mixture of 3He and 4He
to cover the surface of the cell. In that way no surface relaxation Is
observed at all (SPR82).
In Fig. 3.6 we have plotted the results of our calculations, with
and without the HTL, for B=8T, together with the experimental 3He lt

He data of Sprlk et al (SPR82) and a best fit to these data, assuming

a /T behaviour (section 5.1). Note that, contrary to the HTL curve,
the G

value without HTL goes to a non-vanishIng constant, leading to

some improvement of the agreement with the lowest temperature data
points. This also suggests that future analyses of experimental data
should take Into account the deviations from the /T behaviour at luw
temperatures. We will go Into the low-temperature behaviour of G

more

extensively In Chapter 5.

T (K)

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

Fig. 3.7 Comparison with the experimental data of Cline et al (CL181)
for a ^He-coated cell. Theoretical curves are given with and without
HTL, for B=11T.

Finally, in Fig. 3.7 a comparison is presented with the
experimental '•He data of Cline et al (CLI81). Data points at 0.24 and
0.22 K. have been left out, which Sprlk et al (SPR82) showed to contain
a significant contribution from surface relaxation. From both Fig. 3.6
and 3.7 we conclude that an Increase of the theoretical values by a
factor of 2 would deteriorate the agreement with the experiments. As
It is, the agreement with experiment is well within the experimental
uncertainties, implying that the process of volume relaxation Is
fairly well understood.
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CHAPTER 4. Surface processes

4.0 Introduction

In the previous chapter the microscopic quantities T

and a

for relaxation transitions were derived for volume processes. As lower
and lower temperatures are being used in experiments H-H surface
collisions become the dominant relaxation mechanism. These collisions
can essentially be described by the same formalism introduced in
chapter 3.
In section 4.1 some new aspects are introduced, pertaining to the
surface case in particular, such as the spatial symmetry breaking by
the wall, and new selection rules. Next, in section 4.2, the general
three-dimensional distorted-wave formalism is slightly modified in
order to apply it to the surface case. Expressions for the so-called
cross length and the surface relaxation rate constant are given.
Subsequently some simple models to treat the motion perpendicular
to the surface are used to actually calculate the surface relaxation
rate in section 4.3. The results are compared to experiment. An
initial discrepancy of over two orders of magnitude is reduced by the
introduction of the concept of surface roughness. However, it is shown
that a major discrepancy of a factor of 50 still exists. Finally,
various theoretical models are compared to each other.
Next, in section 4.4, the motion of hydrogen atoms relative to the
surface is treated in a fundamentally correct way, in order to try and
resolve the large discrepancy between theoretical and experimental
relaxation rate constants. This leads to some improvement: the
discrepancy is reduced to one of a factor of 35. Apparently, the major
part of the discrepancy remains. Therefore various other model
improvements are proposed in section 4.5, such as the possible
existence of surface ditners and the interaction of colliding hydrogen
atoms with the dynamical modes of the helium film. Their effects on
the relaxation rate are discussed.
Note that this chapter is for the major part composed of two
papers by our group (AHN82, EIJ83). The paper AHN82 was published
almost simultaneously with two other papers (STA82 and RU682). The
work described in these three papers was done independently.
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4,1 Problems typical for the surface

For surface collisions we have the situation depicted in Fig. 4.1.
The hydrogen atoms move more or less In a plane parallel to the xyplane» coinciding with the helium surface on which they are adsorbed.
The magnetic field B has in gener.il some inclination 9 to the z-axis.
Note that the presence of the wall breaks the full rotation symmetry
foe the spatial motion, introducing a certain tension between the
A

remaining axis of symmetry e

for the orbital motion and the direction

of the magnetic field B as a naturil quantization axis for the spin

Fig. 4.1 Situation Eor collisions on the "*He surface. Atoms 1 and 2
are shown, moving in a plane parallel to the helium film, and the
direction of the magnetic field ft is indicated with an inclination 9
to the z-axis. Finally, the relative coordinates p and <j> are
indicated.

The spatial symmetry breaking is embodied by the wall potential
V (z) operating on the hydrogen atoms at the helium surface. The
motion in the z-direction is most conveniently treated separately from
the x and y motions, the z-kinetlc energy and the wall potential
together forming the surface hamiltonian

(4.1)

where m^ represents the mass of a hydrogen atom. Experimentally, the
one-particle surface harailtonlan H (z) turns out to have only one
bound state + 0 ( z ) , with a binding energy (for **He) of about 0.9 K
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(M0R81, JQC81, MAT81, YPE81), which is responsible for the adsorption
of the hydrogen atoms at the surface.
After separation of the x- and y- center-of-mass motion of two
colliding atoms, a wave function H^p.z,,z„,^) remains, depending on
the relative vector p parallel to the xy-plane. The wave function ¥
niay be expanded in "circular harmonics" e

according to

H - C P . z ^ . O = I P~*Fm(p,al,s2,JJ)ellB*,
m

(4.2)

where p and 4> are the polar coordinates In the plane. This leads us to
the Schrödinger equation for the functions F ,

(4.3)
In the notation of sections 3,2 and 3.4.3. Cross terms In the kinetic
energy due to the transformation to center coordinates have been
neglected in the spirit of section 3.3.3. An Interesting feature of
this equation Is the centrifugal potential, which for m=0 appears to
be attractive! The consequences of this peculiar fact will be
discussed later.
The surface relaxation rate can be calculated rather conveniently
using the assumptions 1) to 4) Introduced In section 3.4.1, which have
proved so successful for the volume case; again, the fifth assumption,
i.e. the high-temperature limit (HTL) will sometimes also be
Introduced. Then another Interesting conclusion may be drawn from the
conflict between preferential directions. In all relevant transitions
b+b-a+b and a+a-a+b either the initial or final spin state is
symmetric, so the asymptotic spatial states must also be symmetrie,
hydrogen atoms acting as identical bosons. Moreover, there being only
one bound z-state <f>0(z), <|>0(z.)$„(z„) Is automatically symmetric, and
thus only even m participate In the expansion (4.2). On the other hand
It was shown In section 3.4.3 that the selection rule A(M_+MT)=±l
A

holds for spin quantum numbers relative to B. Hence if B and e
coincide the rule A(M +M )+Am=O leads to a contradiction, and
o

i.

therefore to the conclusion that In this case the relaxation rate must
be nearly equal to zero.
In general a rotation of the spatial part of the dlpole-dipole
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interactions V , which transforms according to the irreducible
representation D'

under the group S0(3), must be performed from e z

to B over an angle 6, with the use of Wigner D-functions. This is
quite analogous to the transformation in Eq. (3.37). It leads to the
following angular dependence of the relaxation rate constant (see the
next section):
G g (9) = G s Qsin22Q + G g 2sin29(l+cos29),
where the G c . and G

(4.4)

terras correspond to Am=O and Am=±2

transitions, respectively. For 9=>ir/2 the first term disappears, and
for 9=0 both terms disappear. For any other angle, however, we find
that ra=0 •+ m'=0 transitions are allowed, due to the broken spattal
symmetry. This Implies that at the surface colliding atoms may
approach each other very closely, contrary to the volume case (see
Fig. 3.3). This tendency is strengthened by the fact that the
"centrifugal" potential for m=0 is attractive in two dimensions.
Furthermore, since m=0 + m'=0 transitions are expected to dominate,
there appears to be a strong anisotropy for the relaxation rate with
respect to the direction of the magnetic field relative to the helium
surface. The angular dependence and the relevance of the anisotropy to
the stabilization of atomic hydrogen were first pointed out by
Lagendijk (LAG82).
Finally, we may distinguish three levels of sophistication on
which the z-raotion can be treated. As can be seen from (4.3) the
motions parallel and perpendicular to the surface are coupled by the
strong central interactions VQ(r) and V.(r), where r= {p^z.-z.)2\

is

the threediraensional internuclear distance. Therefore a true 3D
treatment should be carried out with the use of, for instance, a
coupled channels method. A commonly used simplification (AHN82, RUC82,
STA82) to this scheme is the assumption that both colliding atoms
remain in the state <tu(z), which we called the 2^D approximation
(AHN82). This is accompanied by an averaging procedure of the central
and spin interactions over the probability distribution F(z1-z,)=
0

0

+z 9 H_(z.
)<|>_(z_). An even more extreme approximation, the 2D
(z )|
model, applied by Lagendijk (LAG82), is essentially based on the
assumption that both atoms are strictly confined to a plane. This
2
comes down to replacing the bound state probability density <f>Q(z) by
the Dirac function S(z-z ). We will return to these models later.
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4-2 Magnetic spin-spin Interactions treated in DWBA
In this section we will work out the effective cross length X . ,
the two-dimensional analogue of the cross section a ,f, as well as the
resulting relaxation rate, with the use of the assumptions from
section 3,4,1. The treatment of the z-motion is as yet left
unspecified.
The differential identical particle cross length for the relevant
processes s+s'3 hb~ab or aa~ab is given by

V
where k and k , are the asymptotic i n i t i a l and final relative H—I
s
s
wave vectors, respectively, with directions parallel to the xy-plane,
id
i . e . the surface. In the DWBA the eKpresslon for the T -matrix, in
analogy with (3.56), reads

± +

+

The distorted waves x (P> Z IiZnlk ) are solutions of the spatial
surface SchrSdinger equation containing the distortion introduced by
the triplet potential V ( r ) . At Infinity each of them contains a plane
wave with amplitude I and wave vector k , in addition to an outgoing
s
(ingoing) cylindrical wave when the superscript is + (-).

They may be

expanded in partial waves, analogously with (4.2) and (3.57),
giving
X^P.Zx.ZjjJtg) « ( ^ R S ) l l e

m

u|(p,z1,z2)e)tp(im(l(r^ ) }, (4.7)

in obvious notation, where for p+» the u functions tend to a product
ra
of a radial cosine function with amplitude I, and the normalized bound
z-states for both atoms.
After evaluation of Eq. (4.6) we find for the transition matrix
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" (k , , k ) = ±6(u 0 M 1 t)u u (l+e/S)(k k. , ) " * I exp(im'*£ -imfc> )*
s s s s
u
e p
ss
Kgl
Kg
m,m
even
x sinSfïfi
, 2cS|Scos6 + S
1
ra-m ,n0 m'm
ra-ra

,

S S
0 r I ( l ±v c o s 9 ) +
,2
m'm

+ 5 , ,rs]s(-l±cos6)J.
ra-m ,-2 m m

(4.8)

Xn this expression the upper (lower) sign refers to the bb+ab (aa->ab)
process, and the radial Integrals r and ? are defined by
00

Vm

=

00

CO

^ d 2 l -fdz2 ^ d p u r a t ( P . z 1 . z 2 H 3 p r~ - 2 r " }u^(p,z 1 ,z 2 )

(4.9)

and
Vra " ^ 3 1 /dz2 ^ d p V ( P , V Z 2 ) { p V 5 } u « ( p , Z l , Z 2 ) .

(4.10)

The final expression for the integrated cross length, averaged over
i n i t i a l directions of relative motion, turns out to be
3p u u v 2 (l+e/5) 2

¥¥J
l ^lit,

<»

T

ll

k\ , ra=0
s s'
even

,

2

,

O

2

(4.11)
Using the result (2.15), we find for theraacroscopicallymeasurable
relaxation rate constant
(G )

S s's - (Zu)"^^!)- 1 JdEs XeffiS,a(E8) F\xp(-Eg/kBT).

(4.12)

The lower Integration limit should be replaced by the threshold energy
when s+s' is an endothermal reaction. Note that in the HTL, the G
values for the relevant processes bb~ab and aa~ab are again equal.
Finally, substituting (4.11) into (4.12) we find the angular
dependence of G , stated in Eq. (4.4).
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4.3 Study of various surface models

4.3.1 Comparison of 2%D model with experiment

In the 2^D model the unknown radial integrals in Eq. (4.11) are
evaluated by the substitution

«£(P.V* 2 >

= V (p)

m *0 (2 l ) *0 (z 2 ) >

<*-l3>

followed by the approximation of the weighing function (with z=z -z_,
and Z=(z +z^)/2)

F(a) = JdZ ^(zHZH^z-fcO

(4.14)

by a Gaussian function G(z) with G(0)=0.05026a" (EDW80). The radial
s
s's
s's
functions v (p) and the radial integrals r . and r , are calculated
m
**
mm
mm
numerically, the former using a modified Numerov method and a t r i p l e t
p o t e n t i a l , which i s a l s o averaged with the Gaussian function G(z). The
Am=0 and Am=±2 contributions to G may then be calculated s i m i l a r l y to
the f i r s t method of section 3.5 by a n a l y t i c Integration over k of
2
polynomial approximations to the sums Er in (4.11) as functions of k.
Then we have in the high-temperature l i m i t (HTL) approximately
G S>O (T) = (0.96 - 0.82T + O.74T
T22))(l+ ±$^Êl)2xio~lfi

mV1

(4.15)

and
G S>2 (T) = (0.038 + 0.278T)(l+
in the temperature range 0.2<T<0.4 K (B in tesla).
Now let us compare with the first experimental results on surface
relaxation of Cline et al (CLI81), taking B=ll T and T=0.3 K.
Substituting e=it/2, due to the cylindrical geometry of their
stabilization cell with the magnetic field parallel to the axis, into
Eq. (4.4), we find the resulting theoretical value for G =G, =
7.7xlO~IS m z s~ 1 to be two orders of magnitude smaller than the
experimental result G g =4xl0- w m^s"1. Even more astonishing, the
results of Sprik et al (SPR82), with 6=0 dominating In their cell
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geometry, are comparable in magnitude to, if not larger than, those of
Cline et al, although the surface relaxation rate for this geometry is
theoretically predicted to vanish altogether.
A partial explanation for these questions was first offered by Ahn
et al (AHN82), who pointed out that the surface roughness of the
copper cell o£ order 0.1-1 urn would not be leveled by the saturated
helium film with a thickness of order 200 A. Furthermore, since the
microscopic angle 9 does not significantly vary over many atomic
wavelengths the H-atora motions do not motionally average to give a
macroscopic 9. Thus the angular factors in (4.4) must be averaged over
the rough surface. To this end a simple so-called muffin-tin model ts
assumed In which the surface normal has a spherical probability for
Y<w/4, where Y is the angle between the microscopic and macroscopic
surface normal. The surface area becomes a factor eel.17 times the
projected area: the experimental value of G

is reduced by a. Now by

averaging about any macroscopic angle 8 we find that G
G

2

. dominates

2

. For 9=ir/2 (<sin*2e>=> 0.39, <sin 9(l+cos 8)>= 0.97) we find C =

O.27xlO~ 1/ m^s" 1 , which is still an order of magnitude smaller than
the result of the MIT experiment ( C U 8 L ) .
Note that for an atomically flat surface the maximum value of G
is 0.55x10"l' m-s""1 at 9=ir/4 and the minimum value is G =0 at 9=0.
Compare the latter case with a rough surface with 6=0 (<sin'!6>= 0.70,
<sin'!8(l+cos:i8)>= 0.44). Averaging as above we then find G =
0 . 3 8 x l 0 ~ w m 2 a~ l . We conclude that, unless surfaces are atomically
flat, the geometry of an experimental cell is relatively unimportant
with respect to the relaxation rate.
Sow that the experimental results are mutually in reasonable
agreement, let us take a closer look at the discrepancy with theory.
The G

value, averaged over the rough surface for 1)=TT/2, reads

G S (T) = (0.41 - 0.05T + 0.29T2)(l+ 1 ^ 6 8 3 ) 2 ^ - 1 8

^ - ^

( 4 < n )

The temperature dependence of G , on which the analysis of Cline et al
(CLI31) is based, does not seem to be consistent with this theoretical
result: instead of being dominantly proportional to T we find a weak
temperature dependence. Taking into account the strong temperature
dependence due to the wall-binding Boltzmann factor, the experimental
data are not inconsistent with a different dependence on temperature.
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Reanalyzing Che data of Cline et al, assuming G g to be temperature
Independent, and taking a different wall-binding energy (SPR82), leads
to a value of (0.9±0.2)xl0~ lb n^s" 1 , a factor of 35 higher than the
theoretical value of 0.27x10" l 7 m z s ~ 1 .
Finally, comparing to the more recent results of Sprik et al
(SPR82), we have the following theoretical expression for 6=0:

G (T) = (0.69 - 0.45T + 0.52T 2 )(l+ u ~ ~ ) 2 x l 0 ~ 1 8

roV1,

(4.18)

which for T=0.3 K gives O.38xlO~ w m^s' 1 . On the other hand the
experimental value is about 1.8xlO~ lb m ^ s " 4 , which is a factor of 50
larger! We will devote the remainder of this chapter to a search for
the solution of this major discrepancy.

4.3.2 Comparison of the 2^D model with simpler models

Meanwhile, it is interesting to compare also with other
theoretical methods. We start with our most exact results for G
G

S,2

_ and
o ,u
, In the 2^D model Including a numerical DWBA calculation of^

radial integrals, without using the HTi.., and featuring a sophisticated
numerical integration over the Boltzraann distribution, instead of the
analytical integration of polynomials mentioned before (see also
section 3.5, and AHN83, EIJ83). The effect of various approximations
on G

and G

is shown in Table 4.1, with the 2\D - DWBA results

for B=8 T and E=0.2 K set equal to 1 (G

= 0.722x10"l' m V '

and

S,0
G = 0.104X10" 1 ' m^s" 1 ). See Fig. 4.3 for r.he temperature dependence
° f > G S,0 a n ° G S,2'
The effect of leaving out the z-integration, the 2D model, turns
out to be appreciable: an Increase of G

by a factor of 3, due to

the increase of the dlpole-dipole coupling at small distances (the
atoms are prevented to escape in the z-directlon to larger distances
r, and to less favourable angles for the magnetic field of one atom to
act on the spin of the other atom).
In order to compare with previous work based on the excludedvolume approximation, it is also of interest to study the 2\V and 20
averaging options in combination with a hard-sphere potential with
radius o=6.97a Q (zero of the triplet potential). We use the exact
hard-sphere radial wave functions, consisting of Bessel and Neumann
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G

s. 0
G
s, 2

2*50,

AE+O

2D,

AE+O

2V>, HTI

21),

HTL

tripiet

hard

DWBA

core, a

hard core,

excluded

length volume, o

SC.

G- 0 =l
S,0

0.3913

1.137

5.261

0.8957

1.007

0.7524

3.039

0.7601

4. 858

1.492

1.183

1.566

1.307

1.056

0.4222

1.189

6.059

0.7461

0.69?7

0.7516

0.4601

3.051

0.7561

1.156

0.9363

4. 762
1.221

29.12

31.37
0.8987

Tabel 4.1 Comparison of relative magnitudes of G s 0 (upper numbers)
and 3 S j 2 (lower numbers), for the 2%D models (with z^-averaging) and 2D
models'(without z-averaging), with and without the high-temperature
limit (HTL, AE=E b ~E a =0), for calculations using the exact triplet
potential, a hard-core potential with radius o=6.97a 0 or the 21)
scattering length a=2.468aQ, and an excluded-volume calculation. All
calculations were performed at T=0.2 K, B=8 T, for the bb+ab
transition.

functions, see Fig. 4.2. Note that a true plane-wave Born
approximation is not feasible, because the radial integral r
diverges for p+0. The hard-core approximation reduces G

by a factor

of approximately ( Q . 3 9 1 3 ) " ^ 2.6, dut to the obstructed penetration of
the triplet barrier. Subsequently, leaving out the z-averaging leads
to a net decrease by about (0.7601)"L= 1.3.
Lagendijk's approach (LAG82) is somewhat different. It is a socalled excluded-volume model: unscattered plane waves are used for
initial and final states, but the contribution of the hard-core disc
p«o=6.97a0 ts excluded from the plane-wave Born integral, which
prevents the divergence of r

. As can be seen from Fig. 4.2, one

should expect an increase from this modification. From our own
calculations we conclude that this approximation is bad: it increases
the G

S,0

value

by

a

factor

of

5.3 in the 2&> model (even 31 in the 2D

HTL model Lagendijk uses) for a temperature of 0.2 K. Notice that the
above-mentioned hard-sphere calculation with the same radius gives a
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Fig. 4.2 Comparison of m=0 radial wave functions In various 2^D
models: the DWBA with exact triplet potential, the hard-core model
with parameters a=6.97a[) (hard-core radius) and a=2.468a 0 (2D
scattering length), respectively, and the excluded-volume model. For
comparison also the m=2 radial wave function is shown, which on this
scale is the same for these four options. All radial functions are
normalized as cosine functions at infinity, and are calculated for the
bb channel with E=0.2 K.

better result. However, probably the best model to use without
application of the triplet potential is one with a hard-core radius
equal to the two-dimensional scattering length (see chapter 5 and
VER84), as shown in Fig. 4.2. Obviously this results from the fact
that the scattering length is defined as the radius of a hard disc
potential, giving the same radial wave function as the exact
potential outside the range of the latter, In the limit E-K). For that
case the deviations from the 2%D DWBA model are no larger than about
14% (see Table 4.1).
We note furthermore, that the omission of the Neumann function
part enables Lagendijk to express his final binary collision results
as expansions in T . Such an expansion is not possible for the exact
hard-sphere or exact triplet potential case, due to logarithmic
effects in the energy dependence in two dimensions (see chapter 5 for
a proper treatment). Our polynomial formulae (4.15) - (4.18) should
not be considered as low-energy expansions, but as best-fit
polynomials In the interval 0.2<T<0.4 K. This difference may partly
explain the discrepancy between our result for the e.xcluded-volume 2D
HTL on the one hand, and Lagendijk's formula on the other hand:
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substituting T=0.2 K in his expression for T.

due to binary

collisions results in a value of 16.7 times our most exact result for
G„ n , which disagrees with our estimate of 31.4. Table 4.1 shows that
b,u
the approximation of Lagendijk, and likewise of Ruckenstein and Siggia
(RUC82), who apparently use a 2^D exduded-volume model, leads to a
significantly larger theoretical relaxation rate. These calculations,
taken by themselves, would therefore suggest that the discrepancy with
experiment is much smaller than we concluded in section 4.3,1. It is
clear, however, that this is only a consequence of the crudeness of
the approximations made. Our more exact calculation indicates a major
discrepancy by a factor of order 40-50.
The paper by Statt (STA82) on surface relaxation is based on the
same formalism as we apply: the 2^D model with triplet potential,
though still in the high-temperature limit. It is hard to compare
his expressions and results with ours, because Statt uses ill-defined
quantities. For instance, his normalization of radial functions
remains unclear. However, trying out various possibilities, in order
to get a consistent picture, we found that his theoretical expression
for T.

is a factor of two too large. This is probably the same factor

as the one discussed in chapters 2 and 3, i.e. due to an uncareful
treatment of identical-particle aspects. Correcting Statt's final
results accordingly, we find his values for G c

n

and G, . to be about

20% lower than ours, almost entirely due to a discrepancy in the
radial integrals r Q 0 and r„,• This discrepancy may be explained by the
averaging function F(z) in the z-direction, for which Statt took a
rectangle instead of the Gaussian function we use. Finally, his lowenergy (PHBA) formula for the radial integrals r
is a factor of four
mm
too small. On the other hand, our own previously published values
(\HN82, EIJ83) of the G

„ part of G

contains an error which has been

corrected in this chapter.

4.3.3 Results without the high-temperature limit

Finally, in table 4.1, the G

and G
b,U

„ values with and without
o,i

HTL are compared. Dropping the HTL led in chapter 3 to a considerable
increase of Gy for temperatures below 0.2 K. In Fig. 4.3 the functions
G

(T) and G

(T) are plotted, with and without HTL. In this case

there appears to be no significant difference; there is even a small
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Fig. 4.3 Surface relaxation rate constants Gg Q and Gg ^ a s functions
of temperature, with HTL (dashed lines) and without Hit (solid lines),
all In the 2%D DWBA approach, for B=8T.

decrease by about 8-4% In the temperature range of 0.05 - 0.5 K, so
that this does not contribute to the reduction of the discrepancy.
Concluding we note that thv. G

. values for the different models

differ widely, compared for Instance to the differences between PWBA,
DWBA and CC in the volume case. This Is a direct consequence of the
fact that particles at the surface approach each other much more
closely, due_ to the missing centrifugal barrier, as,was mentioned In
section 4.1. This conclusion is corroborated once more by the
considerably smaller spreading in the G

. values.

4.4 A 3D description of H-H surface collisions

4.4.1 General formalism

As an attempt to resolve the large discrepancy with experiment, we
no*.- Introduce a fundamentally more correct way to treat the coupled
motions parallel and perpendicular to the surface. This model, which
we called the 3D model, will supply increased freedom of motion and In
principle even the possibility for the atoms, classically speaking, to
jump over one another. Thus one could imagine that at some initial
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relative velocity the atoms would almost come to a standstill on top
of one another, thus enabling the magnetic dipole spin-spin
interaction to act during a longer time. Such a classical argument led
us to expect an increase of the relaxation rate in a 3D description,,
possibly In the form of a resonance. This was our main motivation for
starting this investigation.
Note that the relatively weak spin-spin Interactions are still
treated to first order. The resulting mixed CC - DWBA approach Is
called a coupled-channels Born approximation (CGBA). Substituting In
the Gell-Mann, Goldberger transformation (3.49) for V' the triplet
potential V 1 (p,z 1 ,z„) l we find that T' disappears for a true
L

1

4

pOt

_

t r a n s i t i o n ot*3. The corresponding s o l u t i o n H"j>
pK,b

reduces t o xl? I|J„.
BK. P

b
+
The first order approximation consists of replacing ¥_£ in (3.49) by
a
+
a similar product x f • i thus neglecting scattered waves In spin
3

channels different from a, and approximating the remaining spatial
wave function by a triplet distorted wave x • In this way (3.49)
reduces to (4.6), after symmetrlzatlon (see section 3-1) and the
replacements a+s and B+s'. With the aid of the expansion (4.7) we see
that the expressions (4.7)-(4.ll) remain valid for the 3D CCBA model,
provided that the z-states of the atoms are allowed to change as the
atoms approach one another, contrary to an assumption like (4.13).
We make once again use of the high-temperature limit, which is
justified by the results of the preceding section (see Table 4.1),
this time for reasons of economizing on computing time (calculations
with HTL run twice as fast). Then the radial functions u (p,z..,z-) do
not depend on the spin index s any more, and they satisfy the
Schrödinger equation

H (z

s l>

Clearly, the motions p a r a l l e l and perpendicular are not separable;
they are coupled by the d i s t o r t i n g t r i p l e t potential V j ( p , z , , z , ) . The
equation may be solved by expanding the solutions in a complete, but
not necessarily ortho-tonal, set of two-particle surface s t a t e s ,
according to
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(4

'2O)

Substituting (4,2O> in (4.19) and taking the scalar product with I|I we
get

In which N

— *£ip |*p -*, M

— ^ty |H (z_ )+H_(z0) \ty -^i and rL

0~

^ ^ 1V Iip >. Also with the use of (4.20) the radial Integrals in (4.9)
and (4.10) are found to be

and

with the additional definitions

O.kJl

~ ""\

^

r

r

I

"""*

and
Y

Carrying out an N

(p) = <i)j |p r

|ip >.

(4.25)

transformation to diagonallze the second-order

differential term in Eq. (4.21), and next an orthogonal transformation
U which diagonalizes M

and asymptotically decouples the equations

(4.21), we obtain the coupled-channels equations for the radial
functions in the form of an equation for the vector w (p)=U
—m
=

N v (p):
— —in

In this set of coupled equations the diagonal (D) and coupling (C)
matrices are given by

D = lfV*MsN~%y

(4.?7)

~V

(4.28)

and
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The matrix p thus contains the eigenvalues of the two-particle surface
Hamiltonian. The expressions for the radial integrals (4.22) and
(4v23) are transformed-.byreplacing-^ bjTw_ ahdhYg, 'Y"2 by Y^, Y£ ( the
latter matrices being related. to. _the_former..by. a^.transformation as in
(4.27) and (4.28).
The matrices D, C, Y' and Y' are calculated in advance. The set of
coupled equations (4.26) Is then solved numerically using a modified
Numerov method, like in the volume case (see section 3.3.5). The
integration starts at some p =0-1.5a„, with a limited number of
independent hasls solutions, up to a coupling radius p =2Q~lQ0a . The
tendency to numerical dependence In classically forbidden regions Is
again prevented by linearly combining the solutions to suitable new
ones. Beyond p

the central interaction V.. is negligible, so that the

equations ace decoupled. In the latter region the Integration Is
carried out from large to small p, to keep It numerically stable In
the closed channels. At a matching radius p =5OO-3OOOa„ the radial
m
l)
functions are started as free exponentials, sine and cosine functions,
while at p

the so-called mathematical solutions from the inner region

are adjusted by linear combination to the solutions of the outer
region. The radial DWBA Integrals (4.22) and (4.23) are evaluated
simultaneously with the CC integration, using the transformed
quantities w , Yl and Y^, while at p

they are also linearly combined

properly. Finally, It is sufficient to estimate the effect of the
exact CCBA calculation on the radial integral rOf., because the ra=0 *
ai'^O transition dominates and we are looking for an increase by a
factor of /50=7.

4.4.2 CC scheme with eigenstates of the surface hamiltonian

An obvious choice for the i|i. , which we have tried to use in the
K.

first Instance, are the (orthogonal) symmetrized products of oneparticle eigenstates of the surface hamiltonian H (z). An advantage of
using this set Is that the transformations (4.27) and (4.28) are not
necessary, because the matrix N does not appear and M

Is already

decoupled for large p. At large distances only I)J (z ,z )= <j> (z )§Az
survives. According to (4.13), in the 2*jD approximation the expansion
(4.20) is essentially restricted to !))_ for all distances. However, in
the present 3D description, at smaller distances unbound continuum
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)

states will be mixed in by the Interatomic interaction. Since these
are difficult to handle, we put a second hard wall parallel to the
surface at a large distance, for which we take 100a . This is based on
the assumption that in a time-dependent description particle wave
packets do not come close to it. As a consequence, the boundary
condition u =0 at 100a,, may also be imposed in the stationary
m
u
description. The discrete orthogonal one-particle set of
eigenfunctions 't>.(z) (i^O.l^,...) thus obtained has been calculated
accurately with numerical integration, using a potential as introduced
3
by Stwalley (STW82): V w (z)= -c 3 /(z+z Q ) with a hard wall at z=0.
Taking c

to be the long-range van der Waals constant for a

4

He

d

surface (STW82) c =219.7 KA = 1482.61 Ka^, we found a value of
2.4321a

for z

in order to obtain a binding energy of 0.91 K,

contrary to Stwalley, who found a =3.85a. on the basis of a seraiclassical approximation. We believe that our final results are not
very sensitive to the specific choice for the surface potential, if it
a) tends to a van der Waals potential with the correct strength for
large z, b) has a strongly repulsive part near the helium surface, and
c) has the correct binding energy. For instance, replacing the
3
5
Stwalley type potential by -c,/z +c_/z , satisfying the same
conditions, even turned out to have a negligible effect ( = ^ % ) .
After evaluation of r_

in the 3D model, restricting ourselves to

one channel, we find the result to be larger than the value obtained
In the 2%D model by about 10%. This effect, which is somewhat larger
than the previous h%, must be due to the averaging procedure applied
to the triplet potential and to the dipole-dipole interactions, and Is
thus again connected indirectly to the shape of the surface potential.
Indeed, in section 4.3 a Gaussian function G(z) was used with
G(O)=O.O5O26a Q

from Edwards and Mantz (EDW80). These authors obtained

a much wider and shallower surface potential from a vartatlonal
calculation, and predicted a bound state at E=-0.6 K. If we replace
their G(0) parameter in the 2^D approach by G(0)=0.05675an , a value
more consistent with the behaviour of the function <t>n(z) in our 3D
model, we find the 3D (one channel) and 2^D model results to be
approximately equivalent, as indicated in Table 4.2. Apparently, the
Gaussian function corresponding to the latter G(0) resembles the exact
weighing function F ( z ) , based on ^..(Zj.z.) according to (4.14), more
closely.
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r o u i n 10~ 3 a-2

E= 0 . 1 K

E= 0.3 K.

E= 0.5 K

E= 0.7 K

0.05026

0 .796

1.274

1 .525

1 .690

Q.0567 5

0 .860

1.394

l .680

1 .870

3D, N=l

0 .856

1.398

1 .694

l .894

3D, N=2

0 .860

1.403

l .697

1 .895

3D, N=3

0 .868

1.414

1 .708

1 .905

3D, N=4

0 .876

1.426

1 .721

l .917

3D, M=5

0 .885

1.437

1 .732

1 .926

3D, N=6

0 .894

1.448

1 .742

1 .933

3D, N=7

1.460

3D, N=8

1.473

3D, ti=9

1.486

3D, N=10

1.500

Table 4.2 The radial integral rU(J for the m=0 + m'=0 transition, for
four energies; first For the 2^D model with two different Gaussian
averaging functions (characterized with their G(0) in a^ 1 ), and then
In the 3D model as a function of the number of one-particle surface
states N.

The accuracy of the present CC calculation Is only limited by the
number N of tj> (z) states included, but in connection with the increase
of computation time with N

only N values up to ten turned out to be

feasible in our case. The calculated values of r

for four energies

and N<6 are shown in Table 4.2. One might be inclined to conclude from
these that the expected increase of r Q0 is unfortunately only minimal,
compared to the discrepancy by a factor of 7. Such conclusions are not
justified: looking at the differences in r 0Q between successive N
values, we note that these do not tend to zero for the range of N
values under consideration, but instead even have a tendency to
Increase slightly. A subsequent increase of the range of N values to
N=10 for one energy E=0.3 K. further confirmed this tendency. As long
as the quantity r QQ has not converged, no conclusion whatsoever can be
drawn about its final value.
Changing the position of the second hard wall Indicated that the
bad convergence cannot be ascribed to the presence of this wall.
However, In order to find out what caused the bad convergence, we
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carried out an "adlabatic" calculation of the lowest elgenstate and
eigenvalue of the harailtonlan

u

ad(

for each fixed p, using the same basis functions <l». (2, i z jThe

adiabatlc eigenvalue E .(p), shown In Fig. 4.4a for some N values,
ad
would ace as a potential energy for the p-raotion, if the z-raotlons
would Instantly adapt optimally to each distance p. Note that the bulk
of the triplet barrier seems to be missing: for small p one of the IIatoras escapes to some linear combination of excited ^.(z) states to
avoid the strong triplet repulsion.
70 h

max 60 -

1

10

Fig. A.4 a) Adiabatlc energy Ea(j as function of p, for three different
N values. For comparison also the 2^D averaged triplet potential Is
shown, b) Position of the maximum of the z-j^-wavefunction for the
most distant particle, as a function of N, for P-5a_.

To obtain further Insight we consider for a fixed p value the
z^z^-coordinates of the maximum of the adiabatlc wave function In the
z. z -plane. The larger of these two coordinates may be interpreted as
a kind of "most probable" ".-position of the "top" particle. This value
is shown in Fig. 4.4b as a function of N for P=5a n . Clearly, for
reasonable N values, this H-atom is too far away to significantly
Influence the radial integrals. Moreover, Its slow convergence to more
favourable positions indicates that lots of basis functions i|i (z ,z )
will be needed to sufficiently push the atoms from the triplet barrier
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region Iz.-z,|<6a_, without driving them too far apart. It is, in
fact, impossible with any finite linear combination of symmetrized
<l>.(z )<(> .(z_) products to obtain zero amplitude along all of the line
z =^z0. This implies that for any N in Fig 4.4a the adiabatic energy
goes to infinity for p+Q, pointing to the fact that the atoms are not
sufficiently pushed out of the barrier region. On the other hand, for
large z

and z. one expects an exponential decay of the wave function,

as it describes a state of two particles bound to the surface. Also
from thisi point of view one should expect to need many it functions,
each of |;he continuum one-particle states ifi(z) having a sine-like
behaviour foe large z, independently of the presence of a second hard
wall.
Finally, note that actually using an "adiabatic" approximation to
calculate the relaxation rate- would he useless, since the velocity of
the z-motlon of the atoms, is quite comparable to that of the p-motlon.
In fact, a» extreme, artificially Introduced, ratio of order 10000 for
the parallel reduced mass relative to perpendicular masses turned out
to he necessary to make the adiabatic approximation acceptable.

4.4.3 New analytic basis of surface states
What we need to circumvent the problems, stated In section 4.4.2,
is a new set of vp, , including functions with the property of being
effectively zeco near the line z=z -z =0, and showing an exponential
decay for large z

and z . We define analytic basis functions

according to
.0

>

v

, m

n

,

n

m.

i

,,

,

v

i

tp (z^z») = (z1 z- + z. z„)exp[-X(z.+z„) J,

,,

„«v

(4.30)

and
a
mn

V

2

* m n ( z l ' z 2 ) ( | z | ~ a ) 2 ' Eor |z|>a
0
, for |z|<a.

The parameters m and n are positive integers. The values m,n=0 are
excluded to fulfill the boundary condition at z =0 and z o =0. The
0
a
behaviour of the ty and i|i functions Is indicated schematically in
Fir

4.5. The t|i

p, the i|i

subset defines functions especially suited for large

subset for small p. For continuity reasons, with respect to
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the first derivative, the factor (|a|-a) in the latter functions is
squared.

Fig. 4.5 Behaviour of the new analytic basis functions ij^, shown
schematically in contour lines, a) for ^ p functions, and b) for
functions.

L.et us now turn to the values to be chosen for a and X. The value
for a should not be chosen too small (i.e. a>2a_) in order to give the
H atoms the opportunity to avoid the strongly repulsive part of the
triplet potential. On the other hand, It should be small enough

..) to allow the H atoms to profit from their mutual van der Waals
well and to penetrate the repulsive potential to some distance. In
view of this a reasonable choice for a Is the two-dimensional
hydrogen - hydrogen scattering length (=2.468a , see chapter 5 ) . The
value of X was optimized by minimizing the expectation value of the
0
0
surface hamiltonlan In the state ty^(z. , z 2 ) . The function \p.

thus

obtained, for X=0.199a n , turns out to resemble closely the "exact"
surface state ^ ( z . )<f>_(z ) . Note that In the definition of the
functions in Eqs. (4.30) and (4.31) a second wall, at large z, does
not come into playAgain, before tackling the CC problem, the matrix elements of D,
C, Y' and Y' are calculated in advance. For all of these, introducing
center-of-mass and relative coordinates (Z and z, respectively), the Z
Integration can be carried out first, yielding the functions
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F m n (z,o) = ƒ dZ (Z+z/2)m(Z-z/2)°e~aZ
z/2
~az/2
= r
a n+m+l

m
Y f )(n+m-t)!(az) .
t=Q t

(4.32)

As a further advantage of the present analytical basis set, the matrix
elements of N and the operator ü2fdzf+dz/3z£

can subsequently be

worked out analytically, using the binomial formula, whereas the
matrix elements of G, Y' and Y' have to be integrated numerically in
z. For the surface interaction we have again employed a Stwalley type
potential. For this the 7. Integrals can be expressed In the
exponential Integral (ABR65) E.(x) by recursion, and the z Integration
hafc^p be carried out numerically.
With respect to the integration of the CC equations, an additional
problem has to be solved. There are now channels, represented by the
4

subspace, for which the matrix elements of the triplet potential
ran
go like

<* a , , I V ^ a - . z ^ p ) |i|)a > = V? , ,
(p) = E , ,
+ 0(p2).
m'n'
1 1 2
ran
l,ra'n',nnv '
m'n',ran

(4.33)

Obviously in these channels the particles can easily tunnel through to
p=0,

helped by the attractive centrifugal potential. Therefore it is

essential to take the integration starting point p =0. However, If one
simply applies a discrete integration method like the n<odified
Numerov, it can be shown, that the irregularity of the centrifugal
potential — i M p ^ inevitably gives rise to a substantial admixture of
the wrong irregular radial functions, in addition to the regular
functions, which behave like /p at the origin. The relative admixture
of the irregular functions is of order |l.7-0.641og(kh) }

, where k is

a typical local wave number, and h the integration step, thus leading
to a bad convergence in h. This is also the reason why the axcludedvolurae result as presented in AHN82 is incorrect: the calculation has
not been carried out to sufficient convergence.
This problem is solved by diagonalizing the "adiabatic" operator
(4.29) in p=0 with respect to the ty subset, and assuming an analytic
/pjg or ''PIQ ( J Q and I- are ordinary and modified Bessel functions,
respectively) behaviour in the thus decoupled transformed channels up
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to some sufficiently small radius p =0.1-0.2a . The weak p dependence
of the triplet potential matrix elements near p=0 in these <|>
channels, described by (4.33), makes this possible. The physical
significance of this set of ty channels is clearly connected with the
possibility to describe the aforementioned phenomenon of atoms
"jumping" over one another.
We have thus defined a boundary condition in the channel subspace
spanned by the ij>a functions. Obviously, this does not yet define the
boundary condition in the complete set of N channels. We therefore
turn to the subspace orthogonal to the i|) channel wave functions, to
be referred to as the \\>

subspsee in the following. Note that in

general the channel wave functions in this i|) subspace are
0
a
superpositions of ill and *
functions. As one would expect, the
mn
mn
eigenvalues of the adiabatic operator (4.29) in the t subspace turn
out to be so large £or small p values, compared to the collision
energy, that the corresponding radial wave functions become
negligible. Even the attractive centrifugal potential —1/4 p^,
eventually beating the triplet potential ~ l/p for p-*0, cannot change
this: the combination of both potentials first reaches a positive
maximum in the order of one billion kelvin, before going to —<°. For
the channels in the t|i subspace we therefore start the integration at
p

with the boundary condition of a vanishing radial wave function.

3.

4.4.4 Results for the 3D model

Integrating the CC equations (4.26) we find the radial wave
functions

w

Qk(p)-

These may serve to investigate the fully three-

dimensional behaviour of the wave function un(p,z ,z ) , with the use
-1 -k
0
1 2
of (4.20) and the U N

transformation. The 3D behaviour is most

elegantly visualized, if the joint probability distribution of both
particles is plotted as a function on the z.z.-plane, In a quasi
three-dimensional view, for a series of p values. This is shown in
Fig. 4.6, for the M=4 (20 channels) case, with E=0.2 K. As p
decreases, we see how the large bump near z=z2=5aorapidly splits up
in two, and while both particles move in opposite z-directions up to a
mutual distance of about 13aQ, we see that the amplitude as a whole
decreases. Apparently the atoms can actually jump over one another,
though with a relatively small probability (mind the scaling factors
in Fig. 4.6).
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p = 10a

0

scale = 0.7x10

p = Sa

-5

0

scale = 0.5*10 -5

p = 7aQ
scale = 0.2*10

Fig. 4.6 Quasi three-dimensional images of the probability density
function of the hydrogen particles on the z.z ./-space, for six
different p values. Scaling factors are indicated. All pictures apply
to the M=4, 20 channels case, for an incoming energy of 0.2 K in the
bb channel.
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p = 6a

O

scale = 0.2x10 -5

p = 4a

0

scale = 0.2x10

-5

P = 0.5a

O

scale = 0.2*10 -5

0

2

Fig. 4.6 Continued.
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The process of passing-by in several stages is visualized in yet
another way in Fig. 4.7, in a p-z diagram* The amplitude of the wave
function is indicated schematically with vertical lines. The distance
of 13a., with which the particles pass each other, looks rather large:
the particles hardly profit from their mutual triplet van der Waals
well. However, a closer distance would imply a more strongly curved
wave function in the z-direction, and thus a larger kinetic energy
term. Also the surface potential is apparently not able to force the
hydrogen atoms so close together, that a considerable contribution to
the radial Integral results. Note that in the lowest adiabatic state
the atoms stay even further apart (~ 40a ), which is again an
indication for the fact that the "heavy" atoms cannot follow the
optimal state as they approach one another.

Fig. 4.7 Diagram of the motion parallel and perpendicular to the plane
of two H-atoms, passing each other. The various stages, corresponding
to some plots of Fig. 4.6, are indicated. The probability amplitude of
the wave functions is represented schematically with vertical
lines.

Let us now look at the effect of the more realistic description of
the 3D motion on the radial integral r... It can be found with the use
of (4.22). In Table 4.3 the r

values are given for various energies.

Contrary to the case with a set of surface hamiltonian eigenstates,
r„_ appears to converge for increasing maximum M of m and n values
included in the basis set (4.30) and (4.31). Due to the growing
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numerical linear dependence of the non-orthogonal basis functions for
increasing M, the value M=5 is the limit for this choice of functions.
In fact, only the first two to three figures of the M=5 results are
reliable, because of this numerical instability.
The overall effect of the present 3D model of the surface
collision amounts to a factor of about (l.25)2= 1.56 in G g , partly due
to a different averaging procedure (note the difference between the
2^D results with G(0)- 0.05026 and O.O5675aQ ; see also Table 4.2). We
conclude that we have been able to reduce the discrepancy in the G^
value, amounting to a factor of 50, to one by a factor of 35. Although
this reduction is certainly significant, obviously there still remains
a large discrepancy to be explained.

N,
*

0.2 K

0.5 K

0.8 K

2^D, 0.05026

1

1.084

1.525

1.754

2&>, 0.05675

1

1.180

1.680

1.945

2

1.339

1.869

2.138

3D, M=2

6

1.341

1.821

2.010

3D, M=3

12

1.408

1.831

1.950

3D, M=4

20

1.407

1.806

1.895

3D, M=5

30

1.409

1.798

1.876

Option

3D, M=l

Table 4.3 Radial integral ru(J (in 10~JaQ2) for three different
energies, and increasing maximum M of m and n exponents of the new
analytic basis functions. These values are compared to the 2V> HTL
DWBA. results, for two G(0) values (in aQ1) of the Gaussian z-averaging
function. In the second column the number of channels in use is
Indicated.

4.4.5 Interpretation of the results

We have been trying to find an explanation for the apparent
insensitivity of the final G

value to the addition of extra channels,

contrary to the high expectations we formulated In section 4.4.1. To
this end we first investigated the behaviour of radial wave functions.
For these we introduced an "adapted" basis set, consisting of
orthogonal bases in the I|J and i|; subspaces. The relevance of this set
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begins to show for p<7aQ, where the surface hamiltonian basis set of
(4.26) starts to loose its meaning, because each basis function
contains a part making the triplet barrier accessible, as well as one
making it inaccessible.
Expressed in the "adapted" set we found the radial probability of
the function ur.(p,z1 ,z_)//p as the sum of squares of the corresponding

Oil

Q

expansion coefficients. The probability function in the ty subspace
showed a sharp decrease by a factor of order 10 , going from p=7.5+
2.5a

(for the M=4 case, see Fig. 4.8). As could be expected, the

decrease in the i|) subspace was much less: a factor of about four.
However, the resulting reduction in amplitude of the total wave
function, amounting to a factor of six, points to the fact that the
particles are not able to penetrate into the small-p/large- |z I region
to a significant extent. This makes the inner region contribution to
the radial integral negligible and the addition of extra channels,
accurately describing the behaviour for small p, of little
importance.

n
O
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ID

14

i6

13

Z0

Fig. 4.8 Radial probability function as a function of p, being equal
to the sura of squares of the amplitudes in all ZjZ., channels, for
E=0.2 K and M=4 (20 channels). Also shown are the projected parts on
the I|JU and t a subspaces, and the radial probability in the 2^D
model.

The following picture thus emerges. The sudden decrease of the
wave function may be explained by a kind of shock effect: for large p
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there is no reason for the particles to occupy any state different
from the bound state <t>0(z), because the triplet potential is
negligible there. Then for P<7a

the hydrogen atoms collide head-on

:r

with a steep wall, and it Is a matter of instantaneously deciding .how3

- large" the projection of the radial wave function on the ijj subspacel;
is. Only this part can in principle reach the origin:unweakened, while
the rest of 'the' function:is -reflectedV- Because--the ~ty -part~-ls
0
originally smaller than the. t|). part, it is necessary for a strong
jump-over to take place, that as much flux as possible is transported
0
a
from the <|i to the \]> subspace while colliding with the triplet
barrier, by means of the off-diagonal (coupling) triplet matrix
elements. The latter matrix elements, however, are "retarded" corapaced
to the diagonal triplet matrix elements. Their explosive growth starts
only at a distance p under 4a„, because the maxima of the ip functions
are spatially separated from those of the i|) functions in the z-

distance r in V (r) for the coupling elements significantly larger
than the parallel distance p. In this way a considerable reduction of
the radial amplitude has taken place, before the particles have had
the opportunity to evade in the z-directlon. Obviously, the influence
of the "retardation" effect is controlled by the slope of the
potential between 4a_ and 7a_, which in our case ranges from 0 to
10000 K.
Note that this way of representing the collision is
0
a
quantitatively dependent on the specific choice of ij; and ij;
functions. On the other hand, we believe that the explanation holds
qualitatively for all choices"satisfying obvious" conditions, like the
ones mentioned in section 4.4.3.
•Looking once more at Fig. 4.8 we find that for p<2.5a_ the
0
amplitude in the i|) subspace tends to stabilize. This "bypass" effect
may be explained as an injection of new flux from the f a channels back
into the i|) channels, once the coupling elements have started to grow.
Another way of understanding this phenomenon Is to consider the
scattering process geometrically: the part of the z-wavefunction of
the approaching H-atoms that extends beyond the triplet barrier in the
z-direction, can propagate towards p=0, the rest is scattered.
A second aspect of the insensitivity of r

to the inclusion of

additional z-states, may be demonstrated by the behaviour of the
partial integral as a function of p, as shown in Fig. 4.9. An
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Fig. 4.9 Partial contribution to the radial Integral r u U up to p=10au,
for E=0.2 K. and various sets oE channels (M=l,2,3,4,5). In addition,
for M=5 (30 channels) a curve is shown up to p=22au on a ten times
compressed scale (on the right-hand side), as well as the asymptotic
r Q U value.

important feature of this plot is the fact that the contribution to
the radial integrals for small p is negative. This may not surprise us
in principle: from Eq. (4.9) it follows directly that a change of sign
must take place for some p>0. The presence of an effective zerocrossing in the contribution to the radial integral, at the minimum
P-6a Q of the partial integral in Fig. 4.9, is a crucial point: it
greatly suppresses the contribution in a region, which would otherwise
be expected to contribute significantly. From Fig. 4.9 it Is clear
that the sraall-p part of the radial integral Is relatively small,
indeed.
The facilitated penetration Into the small-p/large-|z | region is
now imaged by the deepening of the negative contribution, when the
number of channels increases (more or less converging). However, this
means that the effective increase of r Q Q is the small net result of
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larger positive and negative effects, compensating each other. This
brings us to the conclusion, that if one tries to explain the
discrepancy with experiment by enhanced penetration into the smallp/large-|z[ region, then the radial integral, as a function of M,
should first decrease, become negative, and finally reach a negative
value of seven times the original positive one, thereby also
compensating the expected increase of the positive contribution. This
kind of increase in amplitude for small p appears to be highly
unlikely, unless there is some very strong resonance effect.

2.2r

Fig. 4.10 The radial integral r u0 as a function of energy, for the M=4
(20 channels) case, compared to the 2\V HTL OWBA curve.

This brings us to the final aspect of the interpretation of the
results. In Fig. 4.10 the radial integral r_n is shown as a function
of energy, for M=4. Obviously, there is no sign of a resonance. We
note, that r__ has a maximum for E=0.8 K, and even tends to decrease
for higher energies. Indeed, we found that for these energies the
amplitude of the radial wave function for low p values increases
strongly, leading to an increasing negative contribution to the radial
integral. This behaviour, indicating that now a significant jump-over
does take place, contrary to earlier findings, is probably caused by a
threshold effect, connected to the opening of continuum channels. An
alternative explanation would be the interesting possible presence of
a bound two-particle z^^-state f° r P=0 (by the surface potential plus
- 97 -

triplet van der Waals well) just below the threshold. With respect to
both of these explanations it would be important to extend the CC
calculations above threshold. However, this would make it necessary to
include channels in which an atom can move freely in the z-direction,
which is difticult within our CC method. It would probably be useless,
too, because particles with these energies would most likely jump off
the wall, using their mutual steep triplet potential as spring-board.
Moreover, the effects we are discussing all come into play tn the
Boltzmann tall of the energy distribution, and are of minor
importance.
Summarizing, we arrive at the following conclusion. According to
our calculations, particles "hopping" over one another is indeed a
possibility, although for low energies the steepness of the triplet
potential stcongly reduces the probability for a jump-over to take
place. Howeve \

the Increased freedom of motion does not lead to a

significant Increase in the relaxation rate, because the contribution
to the radial Integral possesses a zero for some small p value, and
negative and positive Increments In the radial integral compensate
each other partly, tn this situation only a strong resonance can
account for the gap between theory and experiment. Such a resonance,
which we considered feasible from a classical argument (see section
4.4.1), is not realized, at least not for the energies smaller than
l.l K considered. Looking for resonances at higher energies is very
complicated, because of the opening of continuum channels and the
possibility that atoms jump oft' the wall.

4.4.6 Modifications of the analytic basis set

In analogy with the tests In section 4.4.2 we investigated also
for the analytic basis set the dependence of the results on the shape
of the surface potential. We tried to increase the projection of the
z-bound states on the IJJ subspace by broadening the surface potential,
and thus the bound state <t>Q(z) with It, In order to Improve our
results. K significantly broader surface potential is not so
unreasonable, because the Stwalley type potential (STW83) we use looks
much too sharp and deep, compared to the potential as calculated by
Edwards and Mantz (EDW80), see Fig. 4.11. The latter potential allows
the wave function <t>0(z) to penetrate the classically forbidden region
to a significant extent. However, changing our c
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van der Waals

constant from 1483 Ka^ to 5000 K a Q (artificially simulating a wider
potential) only gave rise to a change of about 15% in the radial
integral.

10 r

Un)

[->• -103 K
Fig. 4.11 The surface H-He potential of Edwards and Mantz (E&M, see
EDW80) compared to the Stwalley type potential with correct asymptotic
behaviour (c3-=1483 W ) , and one with a coefficient c=5000 Ka^.

For a similar reason a different X was tried. Recalling that X was
optimized by minimizing the expectation value of the surface
harailtonian for the

function, one should expect a tendency of the

optimal X towards the exact asymptotic absolute wave-number value X +
aS
2 *•
-1
|k

|= (2nuE /ft )2= 0.1029a n , if more and more basis functions i|i

are used. This turns out not to be the case: e.g. for M=4 the optimal
X is even larger than 0.199aQ . Therefore it is not so surprising,
that if we replace the old X by X

in our calculations, the results

deteriorate.

4.5 Other model improvements

4.5.1 The mattress effect and surface dimers

In some papers (SPR82, GUY82) it is suggested that the interaction
of the hydrogen atoms with the dynamical modes of the helium film may
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have a great Influence on the collisions of the H atoms sticking to
the surface. In practical calculations this interaction may be partly
translated into two distinct effects (GUY82): the effective mass and
the "mattress" effect. A hydrogen atom moving parallel to the surface
causes a deformation of the helium film, which has to be dragged
along, leading to an increased effective mass. On the other hand, it
is favourable for H atoms to have as great an overlap of their helium
film deformations as possible! This is taken into account by an
additional attractive "mattcess" potential when solving the scattering
problem. The effective mass p ._ has been estimated (GUY82, and a
private communication with D.O. Edwards) to be about I.I times the
bare mass. Using p -

instead of p we find for a typical collision

energy an increase of only 4-6% in the radial integrals r..-.
The complicated 11-He-film interaction is not yet completely
understood, so that the mattress potential Vs unknown. In a
preliminary calculation, however, we approached the problem from
another starting point; we tried to find out how strong an additional
mattress potential would have to be in order to explain the order or
magnitude of the discrepancy with experiment. Both In the 2^D and 3D
model we introduced a Gaussian mattress potential (FWHM=10a ) ,
centered at p=0. Trying out several depths V

we found an optimum

depth at about 3 K, where a low energy resonance occurs. At V = 3 K
the gain factor in r.,., compared to the n , = u , V =0 case, varies with
uu
err
n
the incident energy E: 2.8, 2.2, 1.8, 1.5, 1.3 at E= 0.05, 0.1, 0.2,
0.1, and 0.5 K, respectively. This leads to an increase in G

. by a
b,u

factor of 10, 7, 5 depending on temperature T= 0.1, 0.2 and 0.4 K,
respectively, which is a very promising result indeed. However, it is
still not enough to account Eor the large discrepancy of a factor 35
in G , whereas a well of 3 K already seems rather deep, considering
that Guyer et al (GUY82) estimated the "parallel binding energy"
(corresponding to our V ) to be smaller than, but probüoly comparable
to the perpendicular binding energy (=0.9 K) of H at the He film. Note
furthermore, that a well of 3 K is almost as deep as the mutual H-Il
van der Waals well, averaged over iji (z H

(z ) , i.e. about 3.47 K. On

the other hand, a well with depth V = 1 K would increase r

only by a

factor of 1.2-1.4.
Another possibility, which is likely to have great influence on
the relaxation rate, would be the existence of surface diraers. In the
gas the van der Waals well of the H-H triplet state is known to be too
shallow to contain a bound state. At the surface an extra - l / 4 p 2 term
- 100 -

in the centrifugal potential appears in the radial equation (4.3).
With our CC method we can investigate the possible existence of bound
H-H states. We can integrate the radial functions also for negative
energies, and calculate the "mismatch" at the coupling radius Pc>
which is defined to be a quantity proportional to the strength of an
additional 6-shaped well in the potential, needed to introduce a bound
state. In Fig. 4.12 the mismatch M for the 2^D model is plotted
against the magnitude k of the asymptotic wave vector, for pc=30aQ.
Obviously, there is no diraer state, although the mismatch for surface
dimers is considerably smaller than that for volume dlmers.
Extrapolating the surface curve to find the position of a possible
positive resonance energy above the threshold is not feaslbLe, because
of the logarithmic behaviour due to the -l/4pz term, mentioned before.
Investigating the behaviour of the radial function and radial
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Fig. 4.12 Mismatch M in the radial wave function for m=0, indicating
the depth of an additional 6-shaped well needed to realize a bound
diraer state, as a function of distance to threshold, expressed in wave
number units k=(-2pE/ft'i)^. Curves are shown for the three-dimensional
case (volume), for hydrogen atoms adsorbed at the surface, with and
without a mattress potential.
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.integrals for positive energy, no such low-energy resonance appears to
exist, indicating there is no nearly bound state either. Finally,
including more i|) states, in the CCBA approach of section 4.4.3, has
only a marginal effect on the mismatch M: a decrease of about 3%.
Also for the existence of dimers the magnitude of the effective
mass and mattress effect is of great importance- Therefore >.he
mismatch as a function of the wave number k is u so shown In Fig.
4.12, using a mattress potential V =3.5 K. In this case a bound state
Is realized at an energy E close to threshold. A further analysis
Indicates that at about V = 3 K the bound dimer is just realized. Note
that this Is precisely the mattress well depth at which the low-energy
resonance occurs, mentioned before, offering an explanation for that
effect.

4.5.2 Non-adiabatic effects and direct bb recombination

Recalling that particles at the surface approach each other much
more closely, it is worthwhile to take several other effects Into
account, which were negligible for the volume case. For instance, the
coupled-channels study of the influence of electron exchange and the
Shlzgal approximation on the relaxation In the volume, might not apply
to the surface. The former effect would act only Indirectly on the
nuclear spins, I.e. only through Its Influence on the orbital motion.
The latter effect is even expected to decrease the relaxation rate, as
the electrons in the triplet state are further apart In reality than
in the Shlzgal approximation (see Fig. 3.2). Other effects we studied
and found to be negligible in section 3.3.3, are cross terms In the
kinetic energy and the non-adiabatic term. These will be reconsidered
here.
After a transition to the coordinates r._, r „ c , P, P, z

and z ,

where P represents the center-of-mass position parallel to the plane
only, we have for the full kinetic energy term In surface coordinates
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The flest terra represents the full three-dimensional electron kinetic
energy terra, and the second and third terms represent the center-ofmass and relative motion parallel to the plane, respectively. The
fourth term stands for the nuclear motion in the z-direction, and,
finally, the last two terms stem from the electron-compensating motion
of the protons.
After expansion of the total wave function, f.he A+ and
+

*V

+

a^/Bz^i-a^/az^ terms acting on i|/ (r. _,r„„;r) give rise to non-adiabatic
terms, like in the volume case (cf. section 3.3.2). 2First derivatives
like G ,(r) in (3.26) vanish again. The operator S / 'ez'fr'd2! 3z_? acting
nn

A

ii

on the z-part of u (p,z ,z_) will form the surface hamiltonlan
m
A B
Ho(z.)+Ho(z ) (see Eq. (4.1)) together with the wall potentials V (z )
S A
b B
W A
and V (z ). Note that the atomic motion perpendicular to the plane in
W

D

the spirit of the Born-Oppenheiraer approximation is taken to be
described by functions of the nuclear coordinates, which also implies
that the eigenfunctions $. of section 4.4.2 as well as the analytic
basis functions I|J of section 4.4.3 depend
on the nuclear coordinates
r
mn
z and z only. With this assumption it is easily shown that the last
A

D

differential cross term in (4.34) vanishes effectively.
Concerning the non-adiabatlc terms, these are almost entirely
+

+

2

cancelled by the (\Q~^2C^

-•
cross

term both for the p- and the z-

motion, if one applies a transformation like (3.33) to
differentiations with respect to electronic coordinates. For the
parallel motion this is entirely analogous to the volume case, section
3.3.3, whereas for the z-raotion we use

Here 3/3zH

stands for 3/3zA, provided ? 1A> r"2B, p A and r are kept

constant. After cancellation of non-adiabatic and cross terms, only
derivatives of the c ± norms of the '+(riC»r2c'r^
+

Eq. (3.34). The \C KC

term is

fut

»ctlons remain, see

absent this time, it has already been

included in the electron kinetic energy term, the first terra of
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(4.34). The remaining analytic function
R±(r) =

- e" 2r r r 2 (r+l) 2

(4.36)

J

must be averaged over ^ ( Z & H Q ^ B ^ * n C*le ^

D case>

atu

*

acta a sa n

additional coupling term in the 3D model, analogous to the triplet
potential in Eq. (4.21). In Table 4.4 the values of R ± (r) for r<l5aQ
ace shown. Obviously, these can be neglected compared to the triplet
potential, and cannot possibly be responsible for the discrepancy by a
factor of 35.

r (au)

I

R- in K

R+ in K

+195.0

-48.6

2

-9.95

+5.40

3
4

+2.76

-5.44

+2.58

-2.96

5
6
7
8
9
10

+1.025

-1.059

12
15

+0.306

-0.309

+0.0788

-0.0789

+0.0184

-0.0184

+0.00400

-0.00400

+0.000828

-0.000828

+0.0000314

-0.0000314

+0.000000189

-0.000000189

Table 4.4 The remaining non-adiabatic terras R+(r) in kelvin as a
function of the three-dimensional relative distance r, for symmetric
(+) and antisymmetric (-) He-».< ler-London molecular functions.

\ final attempt to resolve the large discrepancy with experiment
is based on the idea that direct recombination from the bb state would
be possible, if an S=0 component would emerge during a collision. This
recombination process is enabled by the presence of the wall as a
third particle. As we stressed already in our paper (E1J83),
recombination from the bb state can hardly be distinguished from an
increase in the bb+ab relaxation, in the experiments reported so far.
In the approximate rate equation for the hydrogen density (see section
2-1)
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(4

we see that the measured "G

"= 35G

'37)

can equally well be

attributed to the presence of Che K., term. With the experimental
DO
values for "G„
" and K . (SPR82) we find K. /K. =
S.exp
ab
bb ab
1.8xlO~ifa/7.2xlO~1'*= 0.0025. Assuming that the mechanism for bb
recombinations is comparable to that for ab recombinations, then we
have approximately K, ,/K .- ejVe'S where e, and e are the S=0
bb ab
b a
a
a
admixtures in bb and ab collisions, respectively. Setting e

equal to

the asymptotic r-x» value e = E = 2 . 5 X 1 0 " ^ we find that an S=0 admixture
e = 1.25X10"1* is required.
The effect described above looks rather promising: an admixture e
b
equal to 5% of e should be feasible with Interactions, which are In
strength comparable to (e.g. V , V _ T ) or even much larger than (e.g.
V ) the Fermi-contact teem causing the e admixture. In fact, a
SS
coupled-channels calculation In the volume demonstrated an electron
spin-up component of the right order of magnitude to be present during
the collision. Unfortunately, this is a pure triplet S=l, M =0 (+4++t)
state, since this strong component must be caused by the electron
spin-spin interaction V

, which is symmetric in the electron spin

vectors a. and a,, and thus cannot couple S=0 and S=l states. The
initial efforts to identify an a-symmetric Interaction strong enough
to mix In the S=0 component by the required e, amplitude, turned out
to be unsuccessful. Further investigations in this area are
desirable.
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CHAPTER 5. Low-energy scattering
5.0 Introduction
It is convenient to dispose of simple expressions for
microscopically measurable quantities depending on some parameters, in
order to enable an accurate comparison of experiments with theoretical
predictions. An example is the simple /T behaviour of the volume
relaxation rate constant ia the high-temperature limit (cf. section
3.5). It allows foe simple curve fitting to experimental data. An
analogous formula for surface scattering would be useful. However, as
lower and lower temperatures are being used, it is inevitable that
low-energy threshold effects are taken into account. This applies in
particular to the surface case, since the surface coverage in most
experimental configurations becomes substantial only at lower
temperatures. On the other hand, also for volume processes expressions
describing the low-temperature behaviour are useful, in view of the
deviation of G

from the high-temperature limit, which is still

considerable even for temperatures above 0.3 K.
An elegant way to describe low-energy scattering is provided by
the so-called effective-range theory (NEW82). The foundations of this
theory were discovered by accident, from experimental data on lowenergy nucleon-nucleon scattering phase shifts in the early days of
nuclear physics, frcm which one attempted to derive the nucleonnucleon potential. It was noticed that almost any potential shape
could be made to fit these data. Many years later it was found, for
neutron-proton scattering, that this could be explained by the fact
that low-energy scattering may be described by only two parameters. In
fact, the function k cot n o (k), where ru is the £.=0 phase shift (swaves dominate if the asymptotic wave number goes to zero), turned out
2
to be a linear function in k , according to

k cot nQ(k) = J + jr e k 2 .

(5.1)

In this expression the quantity a is the so-called scattering length,
to be interpreted as the radius of a hard-sphere potential leading to
the same asymptotic phase shift. The effective range r

is in most

cases of the order of the range of the interaction.
For volume H-H collisions the scattering length a equals 0.72 A =
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1.36a

(FRI80). However, we did not use this parameter to give a

simplified description of the low-temperature behaviour of G .
Instead, we thought it sufficient to apply the even simpler plane-wave
Born approximation, in view of its reasonable accuracy (~ l^%, see
section 3.5). Thus in section 5.1 we first investigate the behaviour
of G

for T>0, and next we introduce a high-temperature expansion for

G , in powers of 1/T. In addition a plot is presented of G

as a

function of X, based on more accurate calculations.
Finally the surface case Is investigated. The problem we had to
face was that effective-range theory did not exist for two-dimensional
scattering. Actually, it was believed that no useful definition could
be given for a scattering length, due to the presence of logarithmic
1
effects, connected to the m=0 -l/4p centrifugal potential. Yet we
have shown in a recent paper (VER84) that these problems can be
overcome. In section 5.2 the contents of this paper are reproduced.
Definitions for a and r

are glveu, and the low-energy behaviour of

the radial wave functions and integrals is discussed. At the end of
this chapter we come back to an application of the concept of
scattering length in two dimensions, which was already mentioned in
section 4.3.2: a simple description of the surface relaxation rate
constant G„.

5.1 Volume relaxation rate for low temperatures

In section 3.5 we mentioned the /T behaviour of G . It follows
very simply from the PWBA + HTL approximations: substituting (3.63)
Into (3.66) one easily obtains

k Th
3V(T) = 2A(l+e/6)2 (^j
= 6.67OxlO~28 m V 1 [1 + i ^ | ^ ) 2 /T,
with
M V 2

A := g l (-4^-J

= 6.508X10"30 m2,

(5.2)

B and T given in tesla and kelvin, respectively. The PWBA is not so
bad in this case, but the HTL has been shown in section 3.3.4 to be a
rather crude approximation. This is quite obvious, considering that
temperatures below 0.3 K are comparable in magnitude to the energy
difference E

= 50 oK between the a and b hyperfine levels.
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Dropping the high-temperature limit we find for the plane-wave
radial integrals, defined in (3.60) (GRA80, MAG66)

v

= kk

' / J r ( k ' r ) j*(kr) r =

l'l

(5-3)

whece the hypergeoraetrical function .^F^ may be defined through Its
series expansion

b c.b.c.
Substituting (5.4) into (5.3) and using some properties of the gamma
function F(a), the radial integrals may be written as
s's
**•*

-k'k ,k ,4. MX.-V)
B <*'JV'

n

f r ( n ^ ( t + t ' ) ) r ( n + ^ ( t - t ' - l ) ) f k -,2n
i0
n!r(n+*+3/2)
V J '

.
w

"

which for the Zs-Hl's' = O,bb + 2,ab transition, dominating for k-K),
reduces to
ab.bb _

tl

.

v

(k/k') 2 n

_ kMt ,. _ kf_ .

With the use of (3.61) the effective cross section may be expressed
as
3
&A „^ ,JX2 ,(r ab,bb->2
a eff,bb+ab
cc LL i. = rrr-t
k k 3 (l+e/6) ^
20 ' '1 =

= 4A(l+e/6)Z (-|H)

{i - | | _ + 0(EZ)}.
ab

Substituting (5.7) into (3.66) we finally find a low-temperature
expansion for the relaxation rate constant, useful for k^T«E . :
9k T
G

ab,bb<T> = TWO

ab

W
ab
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(5.7)

5.063x10 2? m V l (l - QmOl25

K' +

0(T2)}.

(B=8T)

This knowledge allows us to complete the G curve without HTL in Fig.
3.6 with a low-temperature part, in the plane-wave Born approximation.
Surprisingly enough, the behaviour of G (see Fig. 5.1) differs
significantly from a simple extrapolation of the curve in Fig. 3.6:
the function shows a steep spike! It can be shown, using effectiverange theory, that also in DWBA the cross section behaves like E if
E+0, so G goes again to a non-vanishing constant (PL.U83). For that
matter, the deviation of PWBA compared to DWBA is expected to tend to
a constant at T=0,

I

We will now derive a useful high-temperature expansion for the G
function, of which the zeroth order corresponds to the high-

j
I

temperature limit. The region of application of this expansion is more
or less complementary to that of Eq. (5.8). From (5.5) and (3.61) we
Eind that in the PWBA

'

a

eff,s>s (E) " l|'^8lf,J (l+s/6)2,

(5-9)

where g(x) Is an entire analytic function of its argument. This
interesting scaling property has been shown (PLU83) to apply also to
more exact calculations (DWBA, CC) to a high degree of accuracy (~1%),
over a wide range of magnetic fields (B<20T). For the bb+ab process
one has E'= E+EJ . , so that
ab'
|

= 1 + E a b /E.

(5.10)

For high energies the argument of the function g therefore goes to I.
Considering g as a function of E'/E we expand a ff in powers of E ,/E.
With Eq. (3.66) this results for the PWBA in the expansion
G v = (l+c/6)2(aT^ + bB a b T' % ...).

(5.11)

where the coefficients can be expressed in terms of value and
derivatives of o ,c with respect
to E . at E ,=0. We followed a more
r
eff
ab
ab
pragmatic approach, and fitted the expression (5.11) to the exact
theoretically calculated curve for G V (T). In that way a formula is
obtained that matches the accuracy of the original DWBA or CC
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,

!
'

Fig. 5.1 Relaxation rate constant Gv for the bb+ab process as a
function of T on the entire interval 0«T<0.6 K, with and without the
high-teraperature limit, for B=8T.
calculation, and at the same time offers a most convenient way of
comparing experimental data with theory. In this way we found
m J s~ l (l+e/6) 2 ,

G (T) = (0.633 T > 0.757

(5.12)

with
E

aB(u -y ) +
e p
ab =

e p

(5.13)

- hz

in the notation of section 1.1.2. The largest deviation on the
interval 0.025<T<0.5 K is about 1%, with a xZ of 1.4xlO~ .
We also used a different, even more accurate approach to calculate
G , based on f i t s to coupled-channel calculations of a „ ,
very low energies (-* 10

down to

K, PLU83). The t r i a l functions were

integrated analytically, resulting in a GV(T) approximation which is
correct within 1%. This function is displayed in Fig. 5.1, with and
without the high-temperature limit.

- Ill -

5.2 Two-dimensional effective-range theory
It Is generally believed that the Introduction of the concepts of
scattering length and effective range meets with grave difficulties in
two dimensions. The logarithmic effects in the numerically calculated
elastic and inelastic scattering of hydrogen atoms adsorbed at the
surface (see the previous chapter) prompted us to start a study in
this direction with the ultimate aim of describing the two-dimensional
low-energy scattering with simple expressions, as is possible in three
dimensions.
We restrict ourselves to the simple case of scattering of a
particle with mass u from a circularly symmetric potential V(p) of
finite range p1 . Writing a partial wave solution in the usual way as
u(p)p

e

, the radial wave equation for ra^O reads, in analogy with

(4.19), in customary notation

(5.14)
A. preliminary study (SCH82) led us to the following results for the
m=0 phase-shift nQsnCk.) and the radial function u(p;k) beyond p=p. :

5iT t1+ Od/log ka) },

(5.15)

and
log\a 1(^/2)^108 P/a + O(l/log ka) },

(5.16)

for k*0, defining the scattering length a. The approximation
corresponding to Eq. (5.15) has been mentioned previously by Kagan et
al (KAG82). A numerical application to the case of two-dimensional H-H
scattering, where for all practical purposes the triplet potential may
be neglected beyond p =15aQ, confirmed Eqs. (5.15) and (5.16), but
also showed that the convergence to the first term of (5.16) for k-K)
is so slow, that the practical usefulness Is strongly reduced. From
Eq. (5.15) it is even impossible to determine a unique a value, tn the
case of the radial wave function the convergence to the behaviour
described by the first term of Eq. (5.16) only enabled us to derive a
rough estimate for the scattering length. In Fig. 5.2 we used the more
accurate value a=2.468ag, to be derived in the following more
satisfactory analysis, to calculate the dotted curve, showing n(k) as
given by the first term of Eq. (5.15). Compared to the exact behaviour
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of n(k) (drawn curve) the deviations are of the order of 10% at
energies from 0.01 to 0.1 K.
The aboveraentioned slow convergence being related to the slow
decrease of l/log ka for decreasing k, in a further study (VOE82) we
tried to collect all logarithmic effects in the zero-order terra. This
attt^t-t turned out to be successful. The idea is simply to replace
Eqs. (5.15) and (5.16) by expressions in which the log ka
contributions are the same as for scattering from a hard disc (HD) of
radius a. For that case it is easily shown that (MOR53)
N (ka)
cot n H D (k) = j > k a ) = ^ (( Y ++ WW sk ka a) ) ++ 0 0(10
(10,
0

(5.17)

and

H ^ | h ^ ) ^ (

2 2

) ) , (5.18)

where f is Euler's constant: ^=0-577215665... .
It can be shown that for the more general potential V(p) similar
expressions can be derived. The argument goes as follows. We compare
two solutions of Eq. (5.14), both of which satisfy the regularity
condition at the origin but which differ in normalization. The first
one, u(r;k), is normalized to amplitude 1 at infinity:

u(p;k) = (itkp/2)^ {J 0 (kp)cos n(k) - N Q (kp)sin n(k)|,

p ^ .

(5.19)

The normalization of the second one, u 1 (p;k), is prescribed by a
normalization condition at the origin:
u (p;k)

7£

= l + o(l),

p-K).

(5.20)

In this expression the order symbol o(p") indicates a function which,
upon division by p , goes to zero as p+0. In imposing the boundary
condition (5.20) we assume the potential to be well-behaved up to the
origin. If we assume the potential to have a hard core within some
radius p Q , such as is possible in practice for our H-II scattering
problem, we may replace Eq. (5.20) by the conditions

Ul(p0;k)

= 0

and

u|(p Q ;k) = 1,
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(5.21)

which are. also energy Independent. Here and In the following the prime
denotes radial differentiation. As in the three-dimensional case
(NEW82) it can be shown (ALF65) from the k-independence of the
boundary condition, that u^(p;k) as well as u|(p;k) is for each fixed
radius p an entire analytic function of k 2 - As a consequence, for k+0
we have

u ^ p j k ) = u ^ p j O ) + 0(k 2 )

and

u{(p;k) = u[(p;0) + 0 ( k 2 ) .

On the other hand, u (p;Q) can Eor p>p

(5.22)

always be written as a linear

combination of the basis solutions, according to
u 1 (p;O) = «/p + p/p log p = B/p log p/a.

(5.23)

This defines the two-dimensional scattering length a.
We relate the normalizations of the two solutions by an unknown
function c(k), i.e.
u L (p;k) = c(k) u(p;k).

(5.24)

Differentiating Eq. (5.19) with respect to p at some p>p1 , solving for
sin n(k) and for cos n(k), taking the ratio of these expressions and
making use of Sq. (5.24), we find

cot n(k) =

| (y+log^ka) + 0 ( k 2 ) .

(5.25)

We note that in cot n(k), as well as in sin n(k), cos n(k) and
tan n(k), the slow log ka dependence can thus completely be included
in the zero-order term. Note that the approximation -^ir/(-y+log^ka)+mt
for n(k) itself, which one might be inclined to consider on the basis
of Eq. (5.25) does not show a clear improvement compared to Eq.
(5.15), the correction containing an 0(l/log 2 %ka) contribution. This
is again illustrated in Fig. 5.2.
The approximation for cot n(k) based on Eq. (5.25) is much better.
It is also illustrated in Fig. 5.2 (dashed curve). The value of the
scattering length which turns out to correspond to the low-energy
behaviour of n(k) is a=2.468a . At 0.1 K the approximate phase-shift
differs from the exact one by 1% and at 0.5 K by 3%. The agreement is
2
further improved by including an effective-range k terra. In analogy
to the usual derivation In three dimensions (NEW82) it is possible to
derive
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arctan{-^ïï/(Y+logJka)}

Fig. 5.2 Two-dimensional triplet H-H scattering phase shift, compared
to various low-energy approximations: -^n/log ka, which has a slow
logarithmic convergence; - W ( Y + l o g ^ k a ) , the deviation still
containing logarithmic terras; and arctan{-^Tr/(xHog^k.a) }, which shows
a k 2 convergence. The latter approximation including the effective
range term is on this scale indistinguishable from the drawn curve.

2
cot n(k) = -

the effective range r

1 2

2

(5.26)

in two dimensions being defined by
CD

r2 =
e

4a /dp {<j>2(p;O) - * 2 (p;0)}.
0

(5.27)

Here, i|i(p;k) i s apart from normalization identical to u(p;k):

(5.28)
while i()(p;k) is the free wave function identical to ijj(p;k) outside p
and in general singular at p=0. With the coefficient l/2ir of the k"
terra in Eq. (5.26) the effective range is normalized in such a way
that its value for scattering from a hard disc equals the
2
corresponding radia'. For H-H scattering, including the k term with
an effective range r =11.62a_, we find that we approach the exact
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phase-shift in Fig. 5.2 to within 0.003% at 0.1 K and to within 0.7%
at 0.5 K. Thus we have succeeded to turn the general three-dimensional
effective-range theory into an equally powerful apparatus to attack
low-energy scattering for two-dimensional systems.
We now turn to the radial wave function. Especially in view of the
distorted-wave calculations it is useful to dispose of a simple
expression for u(p;k) with the normalization defined by Eq. (5.19). A
k-dependent factor in this expression to be derived for the region
beyond p=p, will also determine the k-dependence of u(p;k) for P<P, •
To derive it we substitute expressions for cos n(k) and sin n(k)
following Erom Eq. (5.25) in Eq. (5.19). The result is

u( P ;k) =

/p log(p/a)(l+0(k 2 )),

.i2(kl/2)

{

(5.29)

&p

for k+0. Again the log ka contributions have bten included in the
zero-order expression. It should be noted that the highest k value for
which the latter gives a satisfactory description depends on p: the
larger p, the smaller the highest k value allowed. For the example of
H-H scattering Eq. (5.29) describes the radial wave function at p=20aQ
to within 3.5% up to energies corresponding to 0.1 K. At p=40a , on
the other hand, the maximum energy allowed to obtain a similar maximum
deviation corresponds to 0.02 K.
For a fixed p interval contributing to the distorted-wave
integrals, the k-dependent factor f(k) in Eq. (5.29) for the initial
channel and a similar one, f(k'), for the final channel determine the
energy dependence of the distorted-wave matrix-element via the product
f(k)f(k'). For this method to be practically useful, the range of the
interaction causing the inelastic transition, should be sufficiently
small. Otherwise, the abovementioned non-uniform convergence of the
radial wave functions for decreasing k and k' will limit the energy
interval where the energy dependence is predicted in a satisfactory
way, to rather low energies.
For the case of the bb+ab transition, considered in the previous
chapter, we find that up to energies of 10 mK in the bb channel the
product f(k)f(k') describes the energy-dependence within 0.5%, but at
0.1 K the deviation is already 40%. However, this still allows us to
use the abovementioned method with advantage to calculate the energy
integral over the lower part of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution,
where the radial integrals still show a strong energy-dependence.
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Another way to use the scattering-length approach has been
demonstrated in section 4.3.2. Instead of expression (5.29) we took
the exact wave function resulting from a hard-disc potential with
radius a. The advantage of this approach is, of course, that the
behaviour of the radial wave function is described much better for
large p, i.e. p>2Qan, This is important in view of the slow
convergence of the radial integral as a function of p. This radial
wave function was shown to coincide to a large extent with the triplet
distorted wave in Fig, 4,2, Finally, the overall result for the
relaxation rate constants was shown to be quite acceptable: a L4Z
deviation for G_

n

and a 0.7% one for G
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„.

CHAPTER 6. Concluding remarks

In the previous chapters I have tried to contribute to the
theoretical understanding of the decay processes of atomic hydrogen.
Understanding these processes Is essential for the future realization
of the Bose-Einstein condensation.
The investigations, described in this thesis were to a large
extent directed towards the study of the b+a relaxation process,
because it plays an essential role in the so-called relaxatlonbottlenecked recombination process (STA80, CLI81, SPR82).
As described In this thesis, the relaxation process in the gap
phase is for the major part well understood, now that agreement has
been achieved on the factor-of-two problem related to identicalparticle aspects (Chapter 2 ) . In addition, deviations from the hightemperature limit were shown to be important (Chapter 3 ) .
The surface processes are quite another matter. Calculations
analogous to the volume case resulted in the first instance In a large
discrepancy of a factor of 50 between theory and experiment. Numerous
ideas to reduce the discrepancy have since then been tried out. In the
course of our work a gradual shift took place with respect to the
nature of these ideas. First the influence of several, otherwise
neglected, processes was estimated, which could enhance the surface
relaxation rate. An example of this is our attempt to resolve the
discrepancy by including the fully three-dimensional motion of the
hydrogen atoms on the surface. Although the major part of the
discrepancy remained unchanged, the effort put in was not in vain. In
future experiments, at higher densities and/or lower temperatures, the
role of surface-adsorbed atoms will probably become even greater•> The
know-how acquired with the three-dimensional calculations may very
well prove indispensable.
As the large discrepancy remained, in the second instance
processes other than relaxation were proposed as being possibly
responsible for the gap between theory and experiment, for instance
the existence of surface diraers. For that matter, our calculations
have still not ruled out the possible existence of dimers (mattress
effect!). Another Idea which was briefly mentioned already in section
4.5.2, direct recombination from the bb state, is still being
developed.
In a recent publication by Hess et al (HES84) an even more farreaching suggestion was put forward. Note that all our previously
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mentioned attempts were first confronted with the requirement that
they should show the right dependence on direction and strength of the
2
magnetic field, as well as the correct n„ density dependence, as
established in experiments. Notwithstanding this, Hess et al claim a
third-order process to be responsible for the entire discrepancy,
namely a three-body surface recombination process. If this were the
case, it would certainly explain why attempts from the theoretical
point of view to find a satisfactory explanation for the discrepancy
were unsuccessful. On the other hand, the situation is still far from
settled experimentally, \ crucial question is of course: how could the
3
ng dependence remain undetected in all of the experiments published so
far? It is now up to the experimentalists to settle this question.
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SAMENVATTING
In 1980 zijn Silvera en Walraven op de Universiteit van Amsterdam
er voor het eerst in geslaagd waterstof te stabiliseren in atomaire
vorm. Sinds die tijd hebben enkele andere groepen, in het bijzonder
aan het MIT, Cornell University en in Vancouver belangrijke bijdragen
geleverd. De stabilisatie van atomair waterstof is gerealiseerd door
atomair waterstof in een cel te brengen met superfluïde helium op de
wanden bij een sterk magneetveld en lage temperatuur. Verwacht wordt,
dat bij een voldoend lage temperatuur en hoge dichtheid dit atomair
waterstofgas fascinerende eigenschappen gaat vertonen, in het
bijzonder Bose-Einsteln condensatie en superfluïditelt.
Dit proefschrift beschrijft een theoretisch onderzoek van onze
groep naar processen die leiden tot cecombinatle van waterstofatomen
naar moleculaire vorm. Een relaxatieproces, ten gevolge van de
overgang tussen de laagste twee hyperfljnnlveaus van atomair
waterstof, blijkt bepalend te zijn voor de recorabinatlesnelheid. Er
zijn modellen opgezet om de relaxatlesnelheid te berekenen, met behulp
van quantummechanische verstrooiingstheorie.
Voor processen in het volume van het gas zijn de resultaten van
een in hoge mate exacte gekoppelde-kanalenberekening vergeleken met
benaderende modellen. In deze modellen worden eerste-orde benaderingen
toegepast, alsmede benaderingen die met de verwachte grote minimale
afstand van de botsende waterstofatomen te maken hebben. De aannamen
bleken correct te zijn tot op het promille niveau, met uitzondering
van de zogenaamde hoge temperatuur limiet.
De genoemde benaderingen zijn vervolgens ook toegepast op
processen aan de wand. Daar leidden ze tot een discrepantie van een
faktor 50 met de experimenten. Verschillende modelverbeteringen zijn
onderzocht om deze discrepantie te verklaren. Met name Is uitvoerig
gekeken naar de effekten van een driedimensionale beschrijving van de
atomaire beweging aan de wand. Verder is gekeken naar een eventueel
bestaan van oppervlaktediraeren, en interakties van waterstofatomen met
de hellumfilra. De discrepantie Is uiteindelijk teruggebracht tot een
faktor 35, waarvoor nog geen verklaring is.
Tenslotte is er voor lage-energle verstrooiling in twee dimensies
een nieuwe zogenaamde effektieve dracht theorie opgezet. In drie
dimensies is een dergelijke theorie bekend. In twee dimensies echter
spelen complicaties een rol die te maken hebben met logarlthmlsche
effekten. Bovendien is er onderzoek gedaan naar het verband tussen de
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microscopische twee-deeltjes botsingsgrootheden en de macroscopische
relaxatieconstanten. Bij dit laatste zijn drie alternatieve methoden
bekeken! a) kinetische gastheorie, b) lineaire respons theorie, en
c) de quantummechanische Boltzmann vergelijking.
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STELLINGEN BEHORENDE BIJ HET PROEFSCHRIFT VAN

J.P.H.W. van den Eijnde

1. Bij de theoretische beschrijving van rekombinatie en relaxatie van
atomair waterstof, geadsorbeerd aan een superfluïde helium film, is
tot nu toe te weinig rekening gehouden met de hoge oppervlaktedichtheid die bij de gebruikte temperaturen en voluraedlchtheden kan
optreden.
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 6.

2. In veel boeken over atomaire en raolekulalre verstrooiingstheorie
wordt bLj de invoering van de Born-Oppenhelmer benadering te
gemakkelijk voorbijgegaan aan het feit, dat In bepaalde modellen de
nlet-adlabatlsche termen met niet al te veel raoeLte uitgerekend
kunnen worden.
Dit proefschrift, sektles 3.3.3 en 4.5.2.

3. Het stelsel proeEfunktles van de vorm zoals gebruikt door Koeos
en Wolniewicz om effektieve Interaktlepotenttalen tussen twee
waterstofatoraen te berekenen Is overkompleet. Voor sommige
praktische doeleinden verdient het aanbeveling de funkttes met
oneven machten van de onderlinge afstand der elektronen weg te
laten.
W. Koios and h- Wolniewicz, .1. Chem. Phys. 43_ (1965) 2429, en
C. Lahaye, stageverslag TH Eindhoven, afd. Technische Natuurkunde
(dec. 1981).

4. De asymptotlsche ontwikkeling die Messiah geeft voor de vlakke golf
expvlk.r) is onjuist, en komt mogelijk voort uit het niet uniform
konvergeren van een partiële golfontwikkeling.
4. Messiah, Quantum Mechanics, Vol. II (North-Holland
Publishing Company, Amsterdam 1961), p. 805, vgl. XIX.14.

5. De door Alyer gegeven voorwaarden voor de Integreerbaarheid van
nlet-linealre evolutlevergelljklngen zijn onvolledig.
R.N. Aiyer, J. Phys. A 16 (1983) 913.

6. Het gedrag van de singlet- en trlpletpotentlaal tussen twee
waterstofatoraen is voor korte afstanden andera dan men op grond
van een eenvoudig argument, gebaseerd op storingsrekening, zou
verwachten.
W. Koios and L. Wolnlewlcz, .1. Chem. Phys. 43 (1965) 2429.

7. Bij de keuze van een programmeertaal voor technlschwetenschappelljk werk geeft ten onrechte meestal het argument van
uitwisselbaarheid de doorslag, waardoor de ongewenste status quo,
dat vrijwel overal da bijna archaïsche taal Fortran gebruikt
wordt, gehandhaafd blijft.

In de meeste leerboeken over quanturaraeohanika wordt irapllcLet oen
Interpretatie gebezigd, die is gebaseerd op een axloraatlserlng
volgens von Neumann. De daarmee gepaard gaande opvatting, als zou
de quantummechanische golffunktie een beschrijving geven van een
geïsoleerd objekt, waarbij het meetapparaat kan worden
geëlimineerd, is echter onhoudbaar-

9. De stelling van Rosen dat de Uamiltonse bewegingsvergelijkingen
voor willekeurige klassieke observabelen covariant transformeren
onder een aktieve kanonieke transformatie Is onjuist.
G. Rosen, Formulations of Classical and Quantum Dynamical
Theory (Academic Press, New York and London 1969), pp. 17-18,

10. De uitgebreide gebruiksmogelijkheden van de huidige computers
zouden door een betere systematiek In het operating system beter
toegankelijk gemaakt kunnen en moeten worden voor de doorsnee
wetenschapper.

lit Ondanks het streven van kamerafabrikanten om hun produkten te
voorzien van de nieuwste elektronische vindingen, zal de
automatiek van kamera's gedoemd blijven te falen bij een niet
onaanzienlijk percentage te nemen foto's.

12. De extreme vormen van egoïsme en altruïsme zijn moeilijk van
elkaar te onderscheiden.

13. In verband met de voorwaarde dat stellingen bij een proefschrift
in principe stof tot dlskussle moeten kunnen leveren, is het
nuttig om voor natuurwetenschappelijke stellingen een analogon van
de onvoHedigheidsstelllng van Gödel af te leiden, zodat het
bestaan van acceptabele proefschrift-stellingen op dit gebied
gegarandeerd i s .
D.R. Hofstadter, Gödel, Escher, Bach: an eternal golden braid
(Basic Books, 1979).

